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Grindeh/vald 

Sunny snow region between 3,440 ft. & 8,150 ft. 

installations 

slopes 

identification cards 

restaurants 

1 chairlift and 4 ski-lifts 
capacity: 3320 persons per hour. 

33 km easy downhi l l runs in wide open slopes 
marked and maintained by snow tractors. 

1 card for all 5 lifts, rewarding daily cards 
and general season tickets valid for any 
number of tr ips on the chairlift and the 
4 ski-lifts Egg, Oberjoch, Grindel and Schilt. 

First (also self-service) and Bort, 
both wi th large sun-terraces. 



Start your ski holiday at 

alpine sports 
\ * e 

^ p r e season 
sale starts Sept 1st 

tf\<\JNever 

^ - ^ • u n d e r - s o W 
1975/76 SPECIAL OFFERS 

MAXEL 

TECNICA 

TECNICA 

SKI-PANTS 

ANORAKS 

SUITS 

Special ski-set. Save £37. Metal-plast £49 • 50 
skis, Look GT bindings, sticks plus 
insurance. 

Hinged, plastic shell boots, flo-fit £ 1 9 - 9 5 
inners. Save £5. 

High performance, leather-lined shell £36 • 00 
boot. Save £12. 

Fashionable, flared, stretch ski-pants. £9 • 95 
Save £5. 

Latest styles, prices start from only: £9 * 95 

Dungaree suits in several styles and £25 • 00 
colours at: 

Send for colour catalogue to : 
ALPINE SPORTS 
309 Brompton Road 
London SW3 Tel: 01-584-7766 
or 
138 Western Road 
Brighton Tel: (0273) 26874 

Name 
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rOSTI:l!S 
W E D N E S B U R Y L O N D O N 

Use Fosrnte Tubes A Fittings 
and avoid those tricky leaks: 

The faSte"" STEAM He/tree (beo-Oneapet 
1 to -nun than an Electric Blanket. 

S'&Sters make Cbilsl &£^^ 

FOSTER BROTHERS LIMITED 
Lea Brook Tube Works 

WEDNESBURY Drawings by K.D.F. 
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GO FOR THE EXPERIENCE. 
Thomas Cook 

Winter Sports Holidays 1975/76 

ame. ivieqeve. vai 

re offering one-and two-week holidays, 
:hese ski resorts: Zermatt, Saas Fee. 
id: Avonaz.La Plagne. Les Arcs, 
d'lsere :n France; St. Anton, 
H n Austria and Ortisei/San Cnstina, 
il:o "̂  Italy Holidays will be available 

of skier. If you're only 

.70'ry. i nere are nursery slopes at 
•ith fuiiy-exDerienced ski instructor 

OK after, you'll find there 
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sal Thomas Cook branch 

Thomas 
Cook 

The trusted name in travel. Everywhere. 
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<Myp<£ 

MAIN DEALERS 
Gates Group 

THE GATESWAV: DEALERSHIPS • WALTHAMSTOW • WOODFORD • EPPIHG • HARLOW • B'S STORTFORD • LETCHWORTH 
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X\[- Kandahar Citadin Races 

INTERNATIONAL CLUB TROPHY 

Montafon, Schruns, Austria, 17,18 Jan. 76 
By arrangement with the National Ski 
Federation of Great Britain. Incorporating: 
Duke of Kent Cup-Men's Giant Slalom 
Duchess of Kent Cup-Women's Giant Slalom 
Alpine Ski Trophy-Men's Slalom 
Lady Mabel Lunn Cup - Women's Slalom 
Invitations to Citadin Skiers from: 
Australia. Austria. Belgium. Canada. Denmark. 

. Switzerland. 

Organising clubs: 
Kandahar Ski Club. Ski 



Ski-ing this year? Make sure you take 

The Breast Pocket 
Binocular 

Zeiss 8x20 This is the smallest 8x20 
prism binocular ever produced 

Because of its entirely new de
sign, based on unique folding 
centre bars, it can comfortably 
be carried in a waistcoat or 
breast pocket. 8 x 20 magnifi
cation. With these binoculars 
you can see deer at a distance 
of 80 yards, the same size you 
would with the naked eye at a 
distance of 10 yards. 
This little miracle of precision 
mechanics and optics incorpo
rates the most accurately com
puted lenses and prisms, 
ground and polished with ut
most precision, T-coated, and 
reaching the very high quality 
standards which ZEISS lays 
down for its products. 

The binoculars are sealed against dust and humidity and the optical components 
protected against shock in keeping with the usual high ZEISS standards. The 
plastic housing reinforced by glass fibre - a combination of materials which has 
proved its worth in space - guarantees stability and resistance to corrosion. 

Field of view at 1,000 yards is 120 yds 
Weight 4 | oz. £99.63 
Monocular with fountain pen clip 
also available from £48.32 including VAT 

Including case 

See the Zeiss and numerous other world-famous Binoculars and Telescopes 
at the address given below, or write for Free Brochure 

Curry & Paxton Ltd 
195 Great Portland Street, London W1N 6EH Tel: 01-580 0123 

Branches throughout the Country. 
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Made to Measure 
Holidays 

TO WENGEN 

OR ANY OTHER HOTEL OR APARTMENT IN 

SWITZERLAND, AUSTRIA OR FRANCE. 

• CHOOSE YOUR OWN ACCOMMODATION 

• W E WILL MAKE TRAVEL 
ARRANGEMENTS FOR YOU 

YOU CAN SELECT YOUR OWN LENGTH OF STAY FROM 
2-30 NIGHTS. 

HOLIDAYS IN WENGEN THIS SEASON FROM: 

Bristol Apartments 
Hotel Baren 
Hotel Silberhorn 
Hotel Schweizerheim 
Hotel Eden 
Hotel Bellevue 
Hotel Alpenruhe 
Hotel Belvedere 
Hotel Regina 
Hotel Hirschen 
Hotel Brunner 
Hotel Eiger 
Hotel Lauberhorn 
Park Hotel Beausite 

S/C 
B & B 
% bd. 
1/a bd. 
H bd. 
Yz bd. 
1/a bd. 
54 bd. 
1/2 bd . 
1/2 bd. 
% bd. 
% bd. 
% bd. 
Vz bd. 

W/End 

£54 
£57 
£59 
£59 
£59 
£60 

£62 
£63 
£63 
£66 
£78 

Low season prices per person based on twin rooms. 

1 Week 

£79 
£77 
£84 
£92 
£93 
£95 
£97 
£99 
£99 
£102 
£106 
£107 
£117 
£125 

FOR INFORMATION AND FRIENDLY EFFICIENCY! 
Please contact:-

MADE TO MEASURE HOLIDAYS 
23 MODEL COTTAGES 
LONDON SW14 7PH 

ATOL697B Telephone: 01 876 7405 

2 Weeks 

£118 
£109 
£128 
£138 
£145 
£139 
£149 
£159 
£159 
£164 
£169 
£172 
£191 
£199 
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IMPERIAL LONDON HOTELS 

The 
Imperial 

London's modern 
central hotel 
at budget rates 

IMPERIAL PRESIDENT BEDFORD TAVISTOCK 

NOW OPENED The new ROYAL-NATIONAL 

Telephone: 01-278 7871-2-3 
Telex: 263951 RUSIMP LDN 

RESERVATIONS FOR 3750 BEDS 

SINGLES £4.15 to £9.75 TWINS £8.00 to £14.00 

INCLUDING BREAKFAST 

Plus V.A.T. 

COUNTY 
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T H E FAMOUS SPORTSHOP 

T H E EXPERT 

FOR T H E BEST SELECTIONS IN 

CLOTHES 
EQUIPMENT 
BOOTS SKI 



Get it down, 
before winter gets 

you down. 
Depressing time Winter, isn't it? But, by taking Bio-Strath regularly, you can 
fight back. 
It'll give you the extra fitness, the extra zest to enjoy life, regardless of the weather. 
Bio-Strath gives you the benefit of natural Candida yeast, honey, malt, pure 
orange juice and many herbs and plants. All this goodness is taken each day, 
every day by famous people in many walks of life. The positive efficacy of 
BIO—STRATH has been proved and confirmed by comprehensive scientific 
research carried out over a period of 10 years in Swiss university institutes and 
abroad. 

You can pick up a bottle of 

BIO-STRATH 
The Remarkable Swiss 

Herbal Health Food Supplement 
AT 

Chemist Drug-Store 

Apotheke — Pharmacie 

Drogerie — Perfumerie 

HfeaoerCf WENGEN 
Next to Hotel Bernerhof 
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St. Bernard's Church, Wengen 
Photo N. Freund 

Cover Photos: R. Tillard, Sir George Pollock and by 
courtesy of Ma]. Gen. R.C. de M. Leathes. 

Centre Page Photos: Fritz Lauener. 
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CONTRIBUTIONS 
Your letters, articles, photographs and drawings are needed to keep the Editor employed and the D.H.O. 
Journal in business. If you have something to contribute or complain about, please send it NOT LATER 
THAN June 15th, 1976 to Hon. Editor,D.H.O. Journal, c/o Bannwald, Ballinger, Great Missenden, Bucks. 
ARTICLES AND LETTERS: Please type or write on one side of the paper only. Leave a space between 
lines and a wide margin on the left-hand side. Remember to check all names and places, and attach accents 
and "umlauts" where needed. 
PHOTOGRAPHS: Please write in light pencil (not ink) the title of the photograph as it should appear in 
the Journal, and show the name of the photographer. Do not fasten the photograph to an article by any 
form of paper fastener, as this invariably leaves a mark. When sending photos by post, reinforce the 
envelope with a piece of cardboard. 
ADVERTISEMENTS: For rates and other details of trade advertisements, please contact the Hon. 
Advertising Manager, whose address appears on Page 47. 
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DOWNHILL ONLY 
BEING THE ANNUAL JOURNAL OF THE DOWNHILL ONLY CLUB 
WHICH WAS FOUNDED IN WENGEN ON 7™- FEBRUARY 1925. 

COMMENT AND CORRESPONDENCE 

FROM THE PRESIDENT: 

I am very honoured and highly delighted at being elected President. Perhaps, however, I am some
what apprehensive at the fact that I am the first female to hold this office. I have much the same feeling 
as when confronted with 'Oh God' under foul, crusty conditions! 

Just as one often pauses in skiing and looks for the best line ahead, so now perhaps one should 
pause to reflect upon the past and ruminate into the future. 

The past culminated in our Golden Jubilee — a historic event and fact. Our thanks must go to all 
those who have given their time, so generously, to the organising of the Club and its administration 
over the years, and the services given by Dick Edmonds merit special thanks. He has been a member 
of the Committee for twenty-three years, Editor of the Journal for ten, and President for the last 
five years. His wealth of experience has piloted us through many difficult situations ending with the 
most successful Jubilee weekend in Wengen this year. His love of touring and glacier skiing has given 
pleasure to countless skiers and kept the D.H.O. well to the fore in this section of skiing activity. He 
richly deserves his voluntary retirement and we hope we shall continue to see him and his family in 
Wengen where he can now enjoy the D.H.O. without heeding the cares of high office. 

Equally the resignation of our Senior Vice-President Moggy Gill will leave a large gap on the 
Committee. His quiet authority and wise counsel on all matters will be sadly missed. We thank him 
for all that he has done over the years that have passed. 

And now for the future. 1975/6 is an Olympic Year. I think, therefore that this is an appropriate 
moment to remind all members that the encouragement of ski racing is just as much an object of the 
Club as is the promotion of good skiing and good fellowship among skiers. This is clearly stated in the 
Charter of the D.H.O. Successful ski racing comes from good training and competitive activities carried 
out by the young members. We all recognise the unique qualities of our Racing Secretary, Ros Hepworth, 
under whose eagle eye so much talent is discovered and developed. We wish her and her able team of 
helpers continued success in the future. 

We live in difficult economic times and if the D.H.O. is to progress further despite inflation, 
subscriptions will have to rise, albeit modestly. Everyone must realise that the administrative costs of 
any Club have risen sharply — the D.H.O. is no exception. No one likes paying more for anything, but to 
those who may falter when the time comes, may I say this. Look back on all the fun you have enjoyed, 
be it racing, touring, skiing, birds nesting, drinking, talking or arguing, and make a resolve that whatever 
happens you will continue to support the D.H.O. Changes may take place around us but one thing no 
man can change is the fun and friendship we all get from skiing. 
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YOUR BARGAIN CLUB 
We joined the DHO in the early 60's at a quid a year. It had been a £1 a year since 1955 and it still 

is. Moreover, the club is solvent, has not had to get a grant from the Government and has managed to 
maintain its services more or less intact over the years. Even if it would be too much to expect the 
Government to ask Richard Wheway or his predecessor, Hedley Gardner, to take over the Exchequer, 
they would no doubt have the Post Office sorted out in no time flat (bitter thoughts on the eve of yet 
another postal increase making the Journal even more expensive to put out.) 

However, the time is now coming when the Committee will probably recommend to the members 
an increase- in the subscription. The Journal alone now costs more than £1 a member, brought down 
only by the proceeds from advertising. Someone on the Committee pointed out that the pound paid as 
a subscription in 1955 represents less than 25p today. 

The DHO will still be about the best bargain around, and we hope that, if and when you are asked to 
increase your subscription, you will also add a bit extra as a donation to help our prime activity, 
junior race training. The list on page shows the many generous donations to the Racing Fund; 
but more is always needed. 

WINTER OLYMPICS 
The DHO will be making special efforts to raise money for the Winter Olympics again this year. As 

usual, money is short, and our racers, many trained by the DHO, need all the support we can give them. 
The September sale and disco were just the start; we expect to have a drawing or tombola at the 
November dance, and the Club will also contribute from its own funds. More help is needed though. 
If you'd like to contribute, please send a cheque to R. Wheway, Hon. Treasurer, 6 Springwood Drive, 
Copley, Halifax, Yorks, and mark the cheque "OLYMPIC APPEAL" 

GEORGE STEWART 
This year's Guest of Honour at the Dinner Dance is the President of the Scottish Ski Club, 

George Stewart, M.C. He was elected an honorary member of the DHO during the past year, and we 
are delighted to have his name added to the list of contributors to our sport who have accepted 
Honorary Membership. 

With Scottish based skiers becoming increasingly prominent among the racers and with more and 
more forays into Scotland by our trainees, it is good to see a continuing spirit of co-operation between 
our two clubs. 

Photo P. Benson Browning 

NEW TEAM, NEW PROBLEMS 

There are a lot of changes on the Committee 
this year, and Sheila Hensman has referred to 
the outstanding services rendered by the retiring 
officers. It is perhaps fitting that the Edmonds 
family is still represented on the Committee 

Sarah has taken on the thankless task of 
Secretary. 

We should like to add a welcome to Sheila 
in her new post. The next few years are likely 
to be difficult ones for ski clubs. We are after 
all rather unfashionable —:— we do our "thing" 
largely abroad, which should gather Peter Shore's 
wrath (though at least we base our activities 
outside the Common Market); our equipment 
is largely imported; we represent a minority 
which seeks no subsidy; and we do not engage 
in the currently popular vogue of beating each 
other up after the game. Worst of all, perhaps, 
from the viewpoint of our masters, we tend to 
enjoy ourselves. No doubt, the next couple of 
years will bring a tax of £1 a foot on skis, a 
currency limit of £5 a year (lifted only for the 
duration of the parliamentary summer recess) 
and heavy fines for plaster casts acquired abroad. 

The D.H.O. 's New President 
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SKIING at 80 

Arthur Gilligson writes: 
On Wednesday January 22nd, 1975, there were four of us whose ages totalled 308, standing just 

outside Kleine Scheidegg Station putting on our skis. 
They were Dr. Mrs. Douglas (Duggie), Mrs. Marion Dixon, my wife Penny, and I. Duggie and I were 

the octogenerians, Marion (76) and Penny (72). 
It was a glorious sunny day with perfect snow, and we set of to Wengernalp, over the Bumps, Slip 

Cartilege Corner and down the Wood Path to Cafe Oberland, past the Brunner Hotel and we finished up 
on the Wengen Nursery Slopes. 

When we had completed our run, an old friend of mine said "What does it feel like to ski at 80" I 
said "Ask Duggie" and immediately she said "Ask Arthur". 

We both agreed that as long as you remember your age, and didn't try to do foolish things — such as 
taking everything straight — it was really little different compared to the earlier days when we were much 
younger. 

As we removed our skis at the end of the run, my thoughts went back to December 28th 1912 — the 
first time I put skis on — what a difference between then and now! In those days, there were no Swiss on 
the slopes except the occasional instructor who taught you to telemark or stem turn. 

Your ski-ing outfit was also different. A pair of cycling breeches, a football sweater, a sort of jacket 
which was not waterproof, and a comic pair of boots on wooden skis with no edges. Yet one enjoyed it, 
with so very few bodies around on the mountains — and that was 63 years ago. 

No ski lifts, hardly any trains up to Scheidegg, with both the Jungfrau and Kurhaus Hotels shut in 
the winter months. It was not until Easter 1928 that "Father" Fritz von Almen opened the Jungfrau 
Hotel at Easter, where there were just eight of us: Vivian and Nellie Caulfield, Barry Caulfield, 
Hannes von Schneider, Tom Fox, Clive Smith, and my brother Harold and myself. Since then, Easter 
is generally house full at the Scheidegg. So ski-ing at 80 brings back very many happy memories of the 
past, and I am thankful for having been spared to put on skis as an octogenerian. As Jimmy Riddell, 
President of the Kandahar, so nicely put it at the end of the D.H.O. Jubilee Dinner at the Palace Hotel, 
with our good friend Fritz Borter (Sen.) in the chair, "Thank you, our good Swiss friends, for looking 
after our mountains whilst we are away". 

ONKEL KARLI'S HUTTE 

Last year, we wandered down to Lauterbrunnen on a lovely day in late September. Near the 
bottom, we started to find hand painted signs pointing to Onkel Karli's Hiitte, and, when we got back to 
Wengen, we asked what this was. It appears that a wealthy Bernese gentleman with a love of the 
mountains had fitted out a chalet not more than twenty minutes walk from Lauterbrunnen station so 
that anyone could go and have a party there. All the equipment was provided, except, of course, the 
food and drink. In return, the user was asked to leave the place in the condition in which he would 
expect to find it. 

It is used; its contents are still there after a party and the hut itself remains in good order. What a 
difference from a Bucks youth club which has just had to be closed because another £1,000 damage has 
been done to it by its members. Last year the ratepayers forked out £1,500 for repairs. 

We admire Onkel Karli's trust and generosity. We envy people who can rely upon that trust to be 
respected. As long as we continue to give harldouts to people who should be learning that you only get 
what you earn by hard work and thrift, so long will we have to lock everything up tight and remove 
from temptation anything which can be damaged or destroyed. 

In a roundabout way, Onkel Karli's Hiitte tells us something about the things we have to put right in 
Britain today. 

CA TCH IT IF YOU CAN 

We don't believe in free advertising, but, when something good is in the offing around Wengen, 
it is your Editor's duty to tell you. 

At the bottom of the Standard, there is a cafe known to generations of Wengenites as Mary's. 
Who Mary was has, I think, been lost in the mists of time. It is now the property of, I believe, one 
Dr. Wagner. But its claim to space here is its CHOCOLATE CAKE. It deserves capitals. It is moist, 
nutty and very chocolatty; it is also usually gone by about half past eleven. It is, of course, cal-horrific, 
but who's slimming on holiday? 

Incidentally, summer visitors will find Mary's closed; the nearby Cafe Staubbachbankli is under the 
same ownership and serves the same CHOCOLATE CAKE. 
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STANLEY WALDUCK 

The obituary for Stanley Walduck appears elsewhere, written, incidentally, by one of his good 
friends, Barbara Cartland. 

We want to add our own tribute, though, to a very kind and generous gentleman, whose hospitality 
the Club committee enjoyed at its meetings for many years. He presided over the Club during a 
period in which the DHO prospered. He was well known and liked in Wengen; only last week, his old 
friend, Ernst Gertsch, told us how shocked he was to hear of Stanley's death. 

His son, Richard, has added some notes about his father's skiing activities: 
"Father first went to Wengen at the age of 6 in 1922. He spent much of his lonely boyhood in 

Switzerland with a strict Edwardian nurse, because, the youngest of 6 children, he was suspected of 
having tuberculosis, then incurable. 

He often told me the guide who taught him to ski had learnt on a pair of barrel staves. Certainly 
his stimulated interest remained throughout the war, and he was one of the first to return to Wengen 
by car, as soon as peace made motoring again possible. 

His great interest-in the developing technology of skiing compensated for his inability to compete in 
the developing era of pistes and speed. He would buy himself a new pair of skis every year - always the 
ones of the latest and best reputation — just to try. How his sons benefited from that selection which 
filled the roof of the Palace Hotel, for he was always generous in his lending! So many skis labelled 
with his name were at one time seen on Wengen slopes, that a fellow traveller on a ski lift once asked 
him if the new "Stanley Walduck" skis about that year were any good. 

But it was as the apostle of the idea of the safety binding that many will remember him. He tried 
many of the latest as they were developed, and was d respected source of advice on proper adjustment. 
He was particularly keen in recent years in Wengen's own "home grown" GERTCH binding. 

Always active, his heart stopped whilst driving his latest toy, a 950 c.c. motor bike down a quite 
country lane, on a spring evening. It might as easily have happened on the slopes of Wengen where he 
had planned to return this year, recovered from the leg trouble that had recently kept him from skiing, 
to try out new toys." 

THE SKIER'S RACQUET 

Tucked away on an inside page of the Sunday Express, we saw that a frequent skiing colleague, 
Daphne Portway, had won her eighth County Tennis Championship in Cambridgeshire. We thought it 
worth a mention to remind people that two weeks a year skiing does not necessarily leave one prostrate 
for the remainder of the year, and to congratulate Daphne, who, we hope, wore her DHO badge for the 
tournament. 

THE LAST WORD 

In 1967 more by accident than intent, we took on the task of editing this Journal. Each year since, 
the house has gradually filled up with paper. Small children and the cat have been banned from the edi
torial room for months on end, and a long-suffering spouse has proofread name and address lists until 
her eyes started to pop. 

We have tried to maintain a standard our predecessors built up. We even dared to change the cover 
from blue to white. Our policy has been to provide a balanced diet in which racing, touring, humour 
and nostalgia have all had their place. It has saddened us to see some club journals become nothing but 
pages and pages of race results, which no doubt delight the racers named but have scant interest for 
the ordinary skier. 

Financially, the Journal has been a growing disaster, and anyone who would like to have a lesson in 
how to achieve bankruptcy quickly is invited to write the Editor for advice. The annual loss is now just 
about what the thing cost when we took it over. That it still appears with its quality (we hope) 
unimpaired can be credited to our Advertising Manager, John Robertson, and the Kurdirector, 
Jost Brunner. They have brought in the advertising year after year. Our Treasurer still manages a wan 
smile when we meet, but I doubt that he will ever be the same man since he got the bill for the 
Jubilee edition. 

This, then, is our last editorial; we hope someone else will take on the job next year. A really first 
class Journal needs fresh ideas periodically to maintain its vitality. We should like to thank all our 
contributors, advertisers, printers, engravers and others who have helped us over the years. We have 
made many friends (and perhaps a few enemies; we haven't always printed everything everyone felt we 
ought to have printed), and we have received much pleasure in seeing the final result each year of several 
months' effort. 
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Photo George Konig, A.R.P.S. 

Edited by Rosamond Hepworth 

SINCE John Latimer wrote his report in May, we have been very busy laying the foundations for next 
winter. First it must be recorded just how successful our Easter training was. With hindsight, it can be said 
that it laid the foundations more securely than ever before. It is the quality that counts in racing, and the 
quality of our future juniors is most promising, thanks largely to the dedication our chief trainer, 
Heinz Petanjek. Most heartening of all, we seem at last to be attracting the Alpine based British families 
whose children bring us the enthusiasm which the Scots children bring to their racing in Scotland. 
If we can combine these two "streams" we shall really have something to offer to British racing. And we 
are now getting a genuinely equal number of boys and girls. The summer trainings went on without hitch 
in Austria, and at H d (in case the Hon. Treasurer is listening) in Edinburgh. The Austrian 
training, as at Easter, was decorated by the entire Women's Team and their trainer, Hansi Holmann, who 
is everything he says he is and more. Werner, and most especially Divina, on whom the burden of working 
the training lay, cannot be too highly praised and thanked. There were altogether 28 racers, including 
Kirsten Cairns for a few days on her way to school in Schladming. The only accident was to poor Mark 
Currie, who broke his leg before the traihing started, and his parents were luckily there to take him 
home. Get well soon Mark! The other accident everybody was very sorry about was Steve Carmichael's. 
He broke his leg in Scotland at the end of a most successful season's racing, and is still (September) very 
lame. Good luck Steve! A special "Thank you" to Alistair Ross for his Sunday Club Runs with DHO 
members throughout the winter, (and we hope next winter too) and for his technique classes with the 
juniors; and finally to our manager, Oliver Hart, for all his help to the club both on and off the snow. 
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John Latimer writes: 

OUR main objective is, perhaps, to do well at the Junior Championships in January. 
Here I think it is fair to say we acquitted ourselves much better than actually appears on paper. We 

were only second in the boys Giant Slalom (Robin King) but he was beaten by one hundredth of a 
second in a thrilling race. He had the fastest time in the first leg of the Slalom, and much the worst of a 
snow storm in the second. Perhaps Lucy Holmes was not quite so unfortunate in recording a second in 
the Girls Giant Slalom. But what really caused the excitement and kept our name in front was that for 
the second year running our boys team was the first British team in the International Race. As a special 
recognition of this feat we were allowed to keep the Cup. 

I don't think the Senior Championships were a notable occasion for anybody this year, but we 
gained second place in the Girls Giant Slalom (Catherine Leggett) and third in the Boys Giant Slalom 
(Alan Stewart). However, there was one innovation which was a great success — Ro's conducted a DHO 
team of girls to the race. Usually girls go to the Senior race under their own steam and often have no 
manager or trainer for that matter. On this occasion, Ros went with them and provided a trainer at her 
own expense. I am sure the Treasurer will take note of this as a donation for the list. 

Before I leave the activities of Ros, I must mention the Parallel Slalom at Easter which was part of 
the programme to celebrate our Jubilee. This was an innovation in the FIS Calendar and was a great 
success. I am certain it has done a great deal to renew and revitalise our relations with Wengen. The 
Wengen Ski Club and Ernst Gertsch were most helpful and enthusiastic about this, but it never would 
have got off the ground but for Ros' unique determination. 

In the British Team, we were well represented by Theresa Wallis and Fiona Easdale, and by Alan 
Stewart and Willie Baillie, for the men, and in addition, knocking at the door, we have Mark Kary, Alan 
Lobozzo, Lucy Holmes and Hazel Hutcheon. 

Three boys, King, Kary and Lobozzo and one girl, Catherine Leggett, took part in the European 
Junior Championships and also two Danish boys, Per and Finn Mahler, who, although they ski for 
Denmark, have always trained with the DHO. 

I am glad to note that one of our girls (Ann Ross) was second in the Scottish Senior Championships. 
To conclude this brief report, it may be of interest to give a few statistics to illustrate the overall 

extent of our training activities: 

July 
August 
Dec/Jan 
Mar/Apr 

1974 
1974 
1974/75 
1975 

Hillend 
Dachstein 
Wengen 
Wengen 

Season 1 9 7 4 - 75 

No of Trainees 

30 
18 
38 
48 

Total Trainee Days 
(Trainees x days trained) 

210 
216 
515 
531 

134 1472 

The above figures do not include the training classes for Coggins, i.e. for children aged 7 to 11 in
clusive who are not ready for the training proper. But 35 different children were involved and their 
training days add up to 296. 

No account is taken of the Espoir girls whose training was to some degree in parallel with that of the 
DHO at Easter. 

Trainers: Heinz Petanjek, Werner Steinberger, Alistair Ross, Gunter Iberer, Hansi Holzman, Scott 
Russell, Divina Galica, Felicity Field, Ingrid Christophersen. 

Manager: Oliver Hart. 
Approximate Expenditure on training during the year: £13,357. 
The Club plays a very important part in the structure of British Racing. In fact, it is at present a 

quite irreplaceable part, but it is becoming more and more difficult to sustain because of lack of money, 
I feel quite sure the members of the DHO would not wish to abandon the position they have acquired as 
supporters of skiing. If what we do and how much it costs is explained in more detail, our members will 
happily respond with greater financial support for the Club. 
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1974 CHRISTMAS TRAINING 

Oliver Hart writes: 

I WAS two days late in. arriving for the start of the 
training since I was delayed by Hazel Hutcheon 
breaking her leg at the end of the Espoir Training 
in Austria. However, Hazel, the Women's Team 
Trainer, Hansi Holzmann, and myself eventually 
got to Lauterbrunnen to find the DHO girls 
ensconced for a few days in the station hotel in 
Wilderswil and the few DHO boys in Chalet Welti. 
The all-female team of Ros Hepworth together 
with trainers Katie Denis-Buhler, Bunny Field and 
Jngie Christopherson had successfully overcome 
the usual problems arising at the start of a trainings 
and had got everyone settled in, equipped and on 
to the slopes. 

Hansi was to help with the DHO training until 
the other trainers arrived on Boxing Day. Then he 
would switch back to the team, which would train 
alongside the DHO until the Senior Champion
ships at the beginning of January. This year, we 
had far fewer trainees, about eighteen boys and 
nineteen girls, of whom seven were seniors. For 
the first week, however, we had only twenty 
altogether, so that although Katie became ill and 
was unable to train, Hansi, Bunny and Ingie were 
able to manage very easily. After a few days, the 
girls moved up from their hotel to that well-known 
DHO institution, Schmalz. There was of course a 
lot of sniffing, raising of eyebrows, mutterings of 
not being used to that sort of thing plus remin
iscing of better days in luxury hotels in numerous 
other resorts; however, they were all very brave 
and in the end decided they quite enjoyed it and 
got down to helping in the kitchen. Mrs Carmichael 
again presided over Schmalz, slaving away in the 
aforementioned kitchen, and this time with the 
responsibility of feeding everyone, including those 
staying in Chalet Welti. Again, she carried out her 
tasks magnificently and, together with Ros arid the 
girls, produced a marvellous Christmas dinner with 
quantities of Christmas pudding spiked with six-
pennies from Ros's hoard. 

On Christmas Day, our old friends, Heinz 
Petanjek and Werner Steinberger, arrived, together 
with a new face, Gunter Iberer. The next day 
Divina Galica arrived and these four now took 
over the training, while their predecessors took on 
new duties. Hansi moved over to the women's 
team, Ingie took over the Coggins and Bunny 
remained with the training to handle the team 
video, which was available for the DHO as well. 

Our new trainer, Gunter, was a great asset, looking 
after the bottom class with a sympathetic and 
understanding attitude. Gunter and Werner organ
ised frequent afternoon sessions in the large new 
gym in Lauterbrunnen. This gym is extremely 
we.ll equipped, complete with a sprung floor, and 
we are very grateful to the Lauterbrunnen school 
authorities for letting us use it for such a small fee. 

This year, Wengen had ample snow and condi
tions were generally good. However, the extra 
snow was one disadvantage in that the planned 
downhill course-the Mannlichen authorities were 
kindly going to prepare for us, was impossible due 
to avalanche danger. However, Hansi in consulta
tion with the Mannlichen piste service, found a 
shorter alternative course from the top of the 
Mannlichen chair to the top of the Tschuggen 
T-bar. This had been prepared by the time Heinz 
arrived and, from then on, the top classes regularly 
had runs on it each morning. After the rain the 
course froze and became pretty fast, but everyone 
used crash helmets and sped off with great 
assurance and very few nerves showed. 

The great benefit of downhill training for 
juniors is to get them used to speed so that, when 
they are training and racing giant slalom and 
slalom, speed is one less factor for them to worry 
about. They can then concentrate on other points, 
such as line and technique. 

Our first race was scheduled for December 30th, 
but bad weather forced a postponement, so we 
held both races on New Year's Eve. This arrange
ment worked very successfully. Normally, two 
days are spent on racing and not much training is 
possible during that time. This time, everything 
was cleared off in one day. Both races were held 
on the same piste near the Mannlichen chair. The 
morning's giant slalom was won easily by Valentina 
Iliffe, racing for the Kandahar, but training in 
Wengen with the Women's Team. The second best 
time was Robin King, closely pursued by Stevie 
Carmichael, who was in great form. Then came 
Lucy Holmes followed by Theresa Wallis. Other 
good performances were produced by Marion 
Perry, fifth girl and seventh overall, and Mark 
Currie who was third boy. A valuable innovation 
was the use of two split times which provided 
information as to everyone's progress on each 
section of the course. 

The afternoon's slalom included a contingent 
from the Kandahar training across the valley in 
Miirren. However, they were successfully held off, 
the girls' race being, won again by Valentina, 
followed by Caroline Eastes of the White Hare Ski 
Club, and also training with the Women's Team 
Third with another very good performance was 
Marion Perry. The fastest time of the day was 
produced by a beautiful bit of skiing from Robin. 
The next four places in the boys' race were taken 
by the Kandahar and the second DHO boy was 
Mark Currie in sixth place. The combined results 
produced a repeat of the slalom results with 
Valentina, Caroline and Marion as the first three 
girls and Robin and Mark as the first two boys, 
followed by Tim Kary. 

On January 3rd, the senior girls left for their 
championships in Val d'lsere and three days later 
the rest of us were on our way to the Junior 
Championships in Alpbach. We'd had a very 
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CHRISTMAS TRAINING Photo Fritz Lauener 
Back row (left to right): Gunter Iberer, Jennifer Franklin, Robin King, Stephen Carmichael, 
Jane Tulloh, Lucy Holmes, Theresa Wallis, Caroline Eastes. Second row (left to right standing). 
Heinz Petanjek, Valentina Iliffe, Chris Parry-Davies, Mark Currie, Roberta Rose, Alex Harnett, 
Sophie Homes, Marion Perry, Andrew Oldacre, Andrew Baldwin, Werner Steinberger, Divina Galica, 
Hansi Holzman. Third row (left to right). Michelle Currie, Tinker Parry-Davies, Stuart Oldacre', 
Scott Dobson, Jacob Brunner, Thomas Bowlby. Fourth row (left to right). Catherine Leggat, 
Gillian Franklin, Susan Franklin, Peter Rigal, Robin Marchant, Araminta Ramsay. 

fruitful and interesting training with as good a 
team of trainers as we're ever likely to have. 
Although we'd had a much smaller training than 
usual, the standard had been as high as ever. The 
only cloud was the number of injuries to our girls, 
for in addition to Hazel, Fiona Easdale had broken 
her leg training in November and Sophie Holmes 
had cracked a bone in her wrist at the end of 
December. 

WENGENAND VALD'ISERE 
Diana Mathias writes: 

THE Christmas training in Wengen was run on a 
smaller scale this year, which meant a lower 
proportion of trainees to trainers. The snow was 
generally good, but there was an occasional day of 
rain when the familiar Fohn was blowing. 

The training also included the British Espoir 
girls and the Women's National Team. The DHO 
trainees had two new additions, Jane Tulloh from 
America, and Roberta Rose from Chatelard School, 
Switzerland. The trainers were Katy, Bunny, 
Divina, Werner, Heinz, Oily part-time, Hansi, the 
National team trainer, and Gunther, a newcomer 
to the DHO. The emphasis was meant to be on 
downhill training, but, unfortunately, due to 

avalanche dangers, it was not possible to use the 
proposed piste on the Mannlichen, so a piste was 
prepared between the Lager chairlift and the 
Tschuggen. Newly fallen snow prevented much of 
the downhill training, but advantage was taken of 
the opportunities for off-piste skiing. 

The annual giant slalom and special slalom were 
held on the same day. The giant slalom had been 
postponed from the day before because of too 
much new snow and that afternoon the Kandahar 
also came over for the special slalom. 

There were also the habitual mishaps of the 
training. Tessa Bevan-Jones twisted her knee on 
the second day of skiing, which turned out to 
mean no more skiing, missing the Senior Cham
pionships in Val dTsere and an early return home. 
Sophie Holmes damaged a growing bone in her 
wrist, which prevented her skiing, and Roberta 
Rose had a bout of tonsilitis, which confined her 
to bed. 

After the races, Valentina Iliffe, Theresa Wallis, 
Caroline Eastes, Jane Tulloh, Jennifer Franklin 
and I went to the Senior Championships at Val 
dTseTe, joining Catherine Leggett who had arrived 
there a few days earlier. Hansi trained the National 
girls and Rob Ireland, a former DHO racer now in 
the Army, managed the DHO team. Ros came, 
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too, for moral support and ego-boosting, which 
was very much appreciated. Val d'Isere is entirely 
different from Wengen, apart from the fact that 
they both have snow, hotels and shops! 

A cocktail party was held on Friday, the first 
day of training, and information was distributed 
as to what would be happening throughout the 
week. Sunday was the day of the special slalom 
and Wednesday, the downhill. 

The DHO team were very lucky to have Rob as 
manager, as he was the daily chauffeur to La 
Daille, as well as trainer and walking information 
desk. La Daille was the area which our abonne-
ments covered, and was very nearly occupied 
solely by racers; not only the British had their 
National Championships, but the Dutch, Belgians 
and Danish too. The weather was perfect with 
good, snow conditions, until the downhill non-stop 
on Tuesday, when visibility worsened and it started 
to snow. This carried on all night, and obviously 
there could be no downhill the next day in two 
feet of new snow. A hasty decision was made to 
cancel the downhill and substitute a giant slalom. 
The piste used was the normal skiing one and, 
unfortunately, was full of bumps, but was prepared 
as best possible in those conditions, and so the 
giant slalom was held. This seemed to be more a 
course of 'Who can get down it!' The conditions 
were difficult and many of the racers abandoned; 
or fell and carried on. At the finish one had no 
idea which number would come through next! 
Piers Iliffe won the men's, and Valentina Iliffe 
won the women's. 

News came through that evening that Serena 
Iliffe had won the Slalom at the British Junior 
Championships in Alpbach, so the Iliffes were 
certainly celebrating. 

Many thanks go to Inghams Travel, who spon
sored the Senior Championships again this year, 
and also to the competition jury for organising and 
maintaining the high standard of efficiency. Also 
thank you, Rob, for being our able DHO manager 
at Val d'Isdre. 

BRITISH JUNIOR CHAMPIONSHIPS 1975 
Oliver Hart writes: 
AGAIN we travelled to Alpbach by coach, leaving' 
Lauterbrunnen just after 8 a.m. on Monday 6th 
January; this year, however, we had a clear run 
over the Arlberg and we reached Alpbach shortly 
before 6 p.m. The smaller size of our Christmas 
training plus injuries to three of our best girls was 
reflected in our comparatively small entry in the 
Championships, seven girls and twelve boys as 
opposed to nineteen and fifteen respectively the 
previous year. This small group, accompanied by 
Heinz, Divina, John Latimer and myself, was 
housed in two small chalets about five minutes 
apart. We were to have our breakfasts in the 
chalets, our lunches up the mountain and our 
evening meals in a nearby hotel. We were staying 
much closer to the centre of Alpbach this time, 
which was essential since we didn't have either of 
the historic DHO buses. As usual, however, Dinny 
Patterson of the Alpbach Visitors Ski Club had 
made comprehensive arrangements and (except for 
one occasion) a bus always picked us up at the 
required hour each morning. 

The first race, the girls slalom, was scheduled 
jfor the next afternoon and the day turned out to 
be a fine one. Alpbach had had plenty of snow, as 
everywhere in the Alps this winter. The girls piste 
was quite hard, and our main hope, Lucy Holmes, 
skiied out early on in the first run, unable to keep 
control at the speed she was going. Anna Pilton of 
Mardens carved out a large lead over Anne Robb 
of the Scottish Ski Club. However, the second run 
confirmed my suspicions that junior girls tend to 
follow tracks rather than learn a course, for many 
of them made the same mistake about three-
quarters of the way down the course, going the 
wrong way into a closed gate and either disqualify
ing or climbing back. As a result, Serena Iliffe won 
the race narrowly from eleven year old Kirstin 
Cairns of the Scottish Ski Club; the latter is also 
a DHO member and a regular at the DHO Hillend 
trainings. Anne Robb dropped to third and Alex 
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Harnett, despite big mistakes in both runs, was 
best DHO in fourth place. Marion Perry was a 
disappointing twelfth and Susan Franklin did well 
to come fourteenth. 

The next day, after a lot of new snow overnight 
which delayed the start, the boys slalom was run in 
foggy conditions. In the first run, Robin King went 
first, setting a time nobody else was able to match, 
and which left him half a second clear of the 
favourite, Quentin Sutton of the Kandahar. Robin 
was undoubtedly good enough to win, we now 
knew; the question was whether he would. Un
fortunately, the weather closed down again on his 
run and he made a simple mistake in the middle of 
it and was disqualified. Quentin took the race 
from Russell White of Alpbach Visitors and these 
two were well ahead of the rest of the field. Stevie 
Carmichael raced well to be best DHO in sixth 
place, and ten year old Stuart Oldacre did very 
well to come thirteenth with another DHO young
ster, Tovia Vita, in fifteenth place. 

Thursday was the International Club Giant 
Slalom and, for the second year running, the top 
DHO boys team came second overall, this time to 
the Jugoslavs, and retained the Kneissl Trophy for 
the best British Club Team. Indeed, the DHO have 
now won this Trophy outright by the conditions 
under which it was presented. Our successful four 
were Robin King, who was also in last year's team, 
Stevie Carmichael, Iain Hutcheon, and Scott Dob-
son. Their individual positions were fourth, eighth, 
fifteenth and thirty-fifth, which were very good 
results in a strong field of eighty, including twenty-
four good continentals. 

After this success, our morale was much higher 
for the girls' and boys' giant slaloms on Friday. 
The boys' race was in the morning with good 
conditions and a fast rutted course which caused 
some problems. Again Robin was just pipped by 
Quentin with Russell White in third place. Fourth 
with a great run was Stevie Carmichael; Iain 
Hutcheon had bad luck in being judged as having 
just failed to get through the last gate correctly. 
Scott Dobson took thirteenth place and another 
marvellous performance from little Stuart Oldacre 
took him into sixteenth place. 

The girls' race in the afternoon was on the same 
piste which was now a little slower. Anne Robb 
took the race comfortably from Lucy Holmes who 
again managed to go the wrong way. A good run 
from Alex Harnett saw her into seventh place with 
Marion Perry eleventh. 

The combined results underlined the obvious 
in the boys since Quentin Sutton had won all his 
races that week. Russell White was second and we 
were all very happy to see that Stevie Carmichael 
had rounded off his consistency in all his British 
Junior Championships by taking third place. The 
blonde DHO secret weapon, Stuart, Oldacre, did 
better than we all believed possible by coming 
twelfth, and, with five more Junior Championships 
in front of him, obviously has every chance of 

doing better. This performance tended to conceal 
the fact that Tovia Vita, who is only one year 
older, came fifteenth, which was a very good 
performance in his first Junior Championships; 
also doing well was Mark Currie in seventeenth place. 

Serena Iliff e took the girls combined from Anne 
Robb with Kirstin Cairns third in her first Junior 
Championships. Alex Harnett was the best DHO 
girl in fourth place, a good result. Marion Perry 
was eleventh and Susan Franklin did very well to 
come thirteenth at the age of eleven. 

At the prizegiving after the dinner given by 
Barclays to all the entrants, Robin, Stevie, Iain, 
Stwart, Susan and Lucy all collected Barclays 
Awards in addition to various bits of silverware. 
The biggest smile came from Stuart, who ignored 
all his cups and lovingly clasped the pair of skis 
he'd won. 

So another Junior Championships came to an 
end. Out of a field of thirty-nine girls and sixty-
eight boys we had done pretty well, but once again 
the two main prizes eluded us. The next day we all 
went our separate ways — most by train back to 
Britain, a few to Geneva, Heinz, exhausted by his 
efforts to prepare everyone's skis four days run
ning, back to his school, and Divina and myself to 
different destinations in Austria. 

Alpbach is a marvellous place for the Juniors, 
with a very pleasant atmosphere and the organising 
ability of the Alpbach Visitors coupled with the 
generosity of Barclays Bank provide a very efficient 
and well run championships. As usual, the day we 
said goodbye to Billy and Dinny Patterson and 
their great hospitality, the sun was shining and 
the mountains looked as they should. Luckily, the 
Junior Championships have one more year to go 
in Alpbach. 

DIVINA'S SUMMER CAMP 

Ros Hepworth writes: 

DIVINA'S group consisted of 20 girls and 8 boys, 
Werner Steinberger, Hansi Holzmann (the British 
Women's Team trainer) and herself. The girls 
were Valentina Iliffe, Serena Iliffe, Caroline 
Eastes, Julia Eastes, Lucy Holmes, Sophie Holmes, 
Susan Franklin, Michelle Currie, Caroline Wheaton-
Waller, Liza Mackinnon, Sara Blackshaw, Chris
tina Jochum, Catherine Legget, Anne Robb, 
Hazel Hutcheon, Helen Scott-Smith, Alex Harnett, 
Theresa Wallis and Fiona Easdale. Kirsten Cairns 
also joined us for a couple of days, on her way to 
school in Schladming. The boys were Per and 
Finn Mahler, Mark Kary, Robin King, Andrew 
Baldwin, Tinker Parry-Davies, Matthew Cooper 
and Paul Hourmont. Mark Currie should also 
have been there but he hurt himself before the 
training started. Luckily his parents were able to 
take him home and he is well on the way to 
recovery. The only other group staying in the 
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hotel was Karl Kahr's Atomic Summer Training 
Camp, consisting of quite young boys and girls 
of all nationalities. The arrangements for their 
training were very sophisticated, and their train
ers were kind to the DHO group in many ways. 

If you had been there, you would have been 
awakened by Divina at 7 am. and, after the 
usual scramble to get breakfast (why were those 
lovely morning rolls baked in Ramsau always a 
bit late?), you would have grabbed your equip
ment and staggered the 500 yards or so up the 
steep path to the cable car, where you would, 
with guile, get yourself near enough to the head 
of the queue to catch the first "Bucket". The 
buckets held 100 people, transporting them in 
6 minutes (and one hop, no pylons) to the top 
station at 2700 m. Nor was the cable car expen
sive; compared with most, the whole area is 
reasonable. Once at the top, our group hurried 
to make use of the early snow, which was never 
icy, and would get softer as the morning wore on. 
There was a long giant slalom lift on the far side 
of the glacier and a shorter steeper one nearby. 
The third lift was not working. Several snowcats 
patrolled the glacier. There were no long queues 
and our group trained through many hundreds 
of gates every morning, with frequent timed runs. 
By eleven-thirty, everyone was exhausted. Back 
in the hotel, the two waitresses would be rushing 
about with expensive a-la-carte lunches for the 
tourists, but Frau Walcher in the kitchen always 
did her best and the trainees were well fed. After 
lunch there was a rest till three o'clock, then 
track suits and running shoes for the afternoon 
Slog. Led by Werner at a fast trot, with Divina 
sweeping up at the back, the way led over steep, 
slippery and uneven ground for miles, and the 
unfit ones had a really bad time struggling to 
keep up; but day by day it became easier, as 
everyone got used to the height and got their 
muscles working. The Slog was followed by non
stop exercises on the now deserted carpark round 
the hotel, which went on until Werner could 
think of no more new ones. (Moral: arrive fit!) 
Showers followed, and, for most, it was lying 
about in thankful indolence until supper, after 
which, there would be ski films to watch, and a 
variety of games to play; but it was not long 
before everyone was in bed. 

It must be said here that it was thanks to 
Divina that this fortnight went without a hitch. 
She saw to everything, including the complicated 
accounts and the arrangements for getting every
one home in different directions. In all this, she 
was ably supported by Werner and Hansi. I know 
the group will want me to thank her for all her 
work, and also thank Elspeth Crosseley-Cooke 
of the Kandahar, who arranged for some to train 
the previous week at Kaprun with Herbert 
Thayer's Blizzard Camp. If you had been there, 
just think how fit you would have got, unless 
you had preferred to relax among the Alpine 
flowers like me! 

HILLEND TRAINING 

Rona Simpson and Gillian Franklin write: 

THE training this year was great fun, but we did 
not fully escape from school atmosphere as we had 
a coach tour of the City of Edinburgh one 
evening. The strawberries kindly given by Mrs. 
Allison helped to make the evening a little more 
fun. Oatridge Agricultural College where we stayed 
had a vast selection of equipment for games, 
including badminton, basketball and table tennis, 
so we never had a dull moment. The food was 
great, and increased in quantity as the week wore 
on. However, the black puddings were not fully 
appreciated except by Ros and Helen. 

On one evening, the parents came to see us, and 
Hans Kuwall showed an Austrian ski technique 
film, followed by an exciting one about free style 
and 'Hot Dogging'. On another evening, we went 
to the Old Royal High School swimming pool, 
which was very small compared with the huge 
Olympic one. So we all knew what it felt like to 
be sardines in a can. But we did have it to 
ourselves and it was free. For the first few days 
the weather was a bit forbidding. It poured and 
poured and as the hot room at the College failed 
to hot up the first night, we all had to wear soak
ing clothes again the next day; but as that day was 
soaking too, it came to the same thing in the end. 
Finally it cheered up, and the sun shone, and so 
did we; only Hans our Head Trainer was not very 
impressed. He just ordered more short swings 
followed by more running, in all of which we were 
encouraged by Andy Fitzsimmons and Alistair 
Malcolm. Those two really kept us at it, and, 
when race day came, you should have seen us 
twinkling through those gates. Thank you, every
body, not forgetting George Adams who took 
Helen Carmichael's place as getter-upper and DHO 
bus driver when she left, and Rozi Spurway, in 
whose house some of us spent the last night before 
travelling south, and who made us such wonderful 
sandwiches for the journey. Thanks also to the 
Hillend Race Committee and the gatekeepers, who 
gave up their day for us. 

Prizewinners of the Slalom Race: 

Group 1 (born 1966-1969) 
Graham Bell and Lindsey Cairns 

Group 2 (born 1964-1965) 
Martin Bell and Lesley Beck 

Group 3 (born 1962-1963) 
Colin Beck and Kirstin Cairns 

Group 4 (born 1958-1961) 
Lawrence Beck and Sara Blackshaw 

Overall Winners 
Lawrence Beck (1st place) 
Kirstin Cairns (4th place) 
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THE 
JUBILEE 
R. E. H. Edmonds 

FRIDAY 7 February dawned cold and clear and 
sunny — perfect weather for the great day. All 
during the previous week each train arriving at the 
station carried its complement of 'Wengen faces' 
returning to celebrate our fiftieth birthday — 
Cedric Odling, Rosemary White, Arthur and Penny 
Gilligan, Billie Fox, Mariane Dixon, Gordon 
Ravenscroft, Theresa Pershke and a good assort
ment of Fosters, Paxtons and Walducks. 

First on the programme of events was the 
arrival of the Kandahar disguised as the Afghanistan 
Ski Team with a splendid banner of greetings 
which was duly unfurled on the station. Whilst 
some of the DHO team were suitably dressed in 
1920's style, most of us had made little or no 
attempt to enter so enthusiastically into the spirit 
of the encounter as the rumour had circulated 
round Wengen that Miirren were, in any case, 'not 
taking it that seriously'. We were, therefore, a little 
put to shame by the colourful Sclat with which the 
Kandahar team burst upon Wengen Station. They 
had plainly gone to a great deal of trouble. Once 
again, as in the original encounter, the Kandahar 
had sartorially outmanoeuvred the DHO. We felt 
improperly dressed. 

We repaired briefly to the Eiger Gaststube 
before catching the next train up to Wengernalp; 
where a leisurely inspection of the course was 
made before sitting down to an excellent lunch in 
the sun organised by Piers Benson Browning. We 
were able to study the names of those early skiers 
long since departed (or so we assumed) on the 
original trophy (brought out from England by 
David Foster for the occasion) which had been 
awarded for the K — DHO team races between 
1926 and 1932. 

Among those ancient names of the early K 
racers was a W. J. Riddell. 'Your father?' we asked 
Jimmy. 'My son actually,' he modestly replied. 
Those slight feelings of inferiority, induced by the 
Kandahar's splendid arrival, having subsided during 
the morning's skiing and convivial lunch, now 
returned. The K were fielding in their team — in 
the shape of their President, no less - A GENUINE 
ORIGINAL. 

We also inspected the first DHO minute book, 
which we all then signed, fifty years after the 
initial entry. 

Photo Fritz Lauener 

Jane Marchant and the Spirit of '25 

We then proceeded to line out across the 
Bumps for the race which Ian McCormick had 
devised for us. This was a Le Mans type geschmozzle 
handicap with skis off and our team consisted of 
Messrs. McCormick, Rigby, Benson Browning, 
Webster, Foster, Paxton, Walduck, Sutherland, 
Loveday, Sheila Hensman, Maggie Miller and Anna 
Edmonds, against the Kandahar who fielded Jimmy 
Riddell, Edward Hampton, Alan Stone, Lord 
Leven, Nick Cosin, Phillipa Hussey, Anne Drum-
mond, Alison Riddell, Rosemary Sanderson, 
Amanda Dixon, Fiona Pile and Janet Thomas. The 
result was a tactfully narrow win for the DHO 
with Piers first home for us and Sandy Leven for 
the Kandahar. The latter excused their defeat on 
the grounds that most of their first division team 
were away to Uphill United that weekend. 

The main occasion of the day was, of course, 
the Jubilee dinner excellently organised by Sheila 
Hensman assisted by Richard Wheway, Robert 
Giddings and, from her bed in Interlaken Hospital, 
Sarah Edmonds. 

After grace by Canon Evans, 218 members and 
their guests sat down to a superb dinner in the 
Palace Hotel. The speeches were by the President 
and by Herr Fritz Borter, Senior, who recalled the 
Founder Members of the Club who had been with 
him in his hotel fifty years ago that night to found 
the Club. One of the highlights of the evening 
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The Jubilee Cup presented 
by Wengen to the D.H.O. 

was the exceptionally funny speech by Dr. Roland 
Hirni, the Director of the Jungfrau Railway, who 
had his entire audience in fits with his invitation to 
the President 'to act as stationmaster on the top 
station of the Mannlichen Cableway for an un
broken period from sunrise to sunset on any day. 
It is hereby declared to be a condition of the 

exercise of this privilege, that, during the afore
mentioned unbroken period, he shall at all times 
remain in full public view as stationmaster, no 
period of absence being permitted for attendance 
to any calls of nature whatsoever, including those 
normally requiring the expenditure of 20 Swiss 
centimes.' 

Dr. Hirni presented the Club with a WAB 
train lantern with specially engraved glass. He was 
followed by the irrepressible Ernst Gertsch, then 
in turn by Jost Brunner, Kurdirektor, who 
presented the Club with a splendid pewter jug in 
the traditional Bernois pattern and Paul Ruch for 
the Wengen Ski Club who presented a fine hand-
carved casket in the local pine. The final speech 
was by Jimmy Riddell for the Kandahar who 
prettily thanked the Swiss for 'looking after our 
mountains so well when we are away'. 

A well attended service of Thanksgiving on 
Sunday evening conducted by Canon Evans con
cluded the Jubilee weekend. 

As KDF wrote in the 1950 Journal, 'If the boys 
in 1975 make an equally good job of the Jubilee 
celebrations it will only be because they are lucky 
enough to have a Kurverein willing to give the 
unqualified support we get from the present 
Kurverein and because the Club still has officials 
and members who are willing to sacrifice a large 
slice of their Swiss holiday to organise the event.' 

Well, we were lucky enough to have as Kur
direktor Jost Brunner whose enthusiastic support 
was a vital contribution to the success of the 
Jubilee and we still have in the DHO Ros Hepworth 
and Sheila Hensman who gave so much ot their 
time to ensure the enjoyment of others. Let us 
hope the Club is as fortunate in the year 2000. 

R.E.H.E. 

RACE FIXTURES 
December 30-31 
January 3—4 
January 8 
January 11 

January 15 
January 22 
February 5 
February 12 

February 19 
April 13-14 

DH 
DH1 
DH2 
O 
N 

W 

DHO Western Trials. See special programme on notice board in Wengen. 
Coggins Races. 
Heinz Cup (DH). 
(and every Sunday until end of season) DHO Run with Ski Instructor, 
subsidized by Club. 
Odling Cup (DH No-Fall). 
Polytechnic Cups (WN). 
Obstacle Race (Open). 
Macmillan Cup(DH) . Jarvis (DH40). Bathchair (DH50). 
Stretcher (DH60) . Heavenly Bov/1(DH70). 
Kurverein Crystal (DH pairs). 
Easter Races. 

Open to members of the DHO only. 
Open to members of the DHO who are SCGB 2nd Class standard and over. 
Open to members of the DHO who are not SCGB 2nd Class standard. 
Open to all-comers. 
Open to Novices (i.e. those who have never won a ski race and who are below SCGB 
2nd Class standard) 
Open to visitors to Wengen district (i.e. Lauterbrunnen to Scheidegg inclusive). 
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D.H.O. JUBILEE SKI RACE 
Wengen, 5th & 6th April 1975 

The Editor 

RACING starts long before the first snow falls in the Alps. Ros Hepworth had been urging a rather 
sceptical committee for some two or three years to organise something really significant for the Jubilee 
— an International Race. Where was the money to come from?Who would do all the work?The questions 
came thick and fast, and, in the end, it was Ros who found answers to all the problems. 

Ernst Gertsch was all in favour — and believes that we ought to make the race an annual event. 
Through the many contacts he has made over years of organising the Lauberhorn races, he found the: 
backing — Sw. Fes. 7,500 from Omega S.A. and a similar amount from Ovomaltine. (Mars Limited also 
came up with a supply of Mars bars, which Ros guarded so jealously that I suspect she had her own 
designs on them.) I'm not quite sure how I got involved, but one afternoon in September 1974, a group 
of people assembled around Ernst Gertsch's living room table. There was Ernst himself, Ros, Paul Ruch 
from the Wengen Ski Club, Fredy Fuchs, who was to set the course, Jost Brunner and myself. As the 
winter wore on, programmes were printed, badges were struck and the invitations went out in January. 

I give you this brief background to show that races do not just happen - they are the fruit of much 
hard work over a long period of time. 

THE snow came late and deep to Wengen this 
year. The morning of the 5th of April was an ideal 
skiing day — excellent snow, blue skies and 
reasonably cold. The race had been moved to the 
Bumps from Fallboden because lift facilities were 
better and the snow deep enough. The course ran 
on the racetrack from the top of the Bumps to the 
bottom of the lift — two lines of parallel gates. 

Parallel slaloms are complicated races, and the 
individual championships involved 104 separate 
races. The principal task of handling the associated 
tasks fell largely to the Wengen Ski Club — one 
wished more DHO members had been there so late 
in the season. Nevertheless, major roles in the 
organisation were filled by Gen. Reggie Leathes, 
Helen Tomkinson, Victor Brown, John Latimer 
and Oliver Hart. Herr Maurer came from Berne as 
as the FIS Technical Delegate. 

The race itself was exciting, and was watched 
by a fair crowd. Standing at the finish, I found 
that the course layout led to the race looking 
rather like a ballet on snow when the contestants 
were fairly even. The results showed that Britain 
and the DHO were by no means outclassed, with 
two results in the first eight for both the boys and 
the girls. Caroline Eastes came ahead of all the 
Austrian girls and Mark Kary showed his heels to 
the Austrian boys, as well. The prizes were 
presented in Peter's Restaurant that night, beauti
fully designed trophies featuring large DHO badges. 

It had started snowing Saturday afternoon, and 
it continued all night. Sunday morning saw more 
than six inches of new snow and a visibility of less 
than 100 yards. Much against his better judgment, 
the stationmaster allowed one trainload of con
testants and officials to go up to Wengernalp 
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before closing the railway down. Some people, 
who thought that a later train would be time 
enough for the start, were left stranded: they 
came up by snowcat. The carefully prepared 
course had vanished under a blanket of new 
powder, so everyone, contestants, officials and 
managers, got to work packing the course. I'd 
never seen Davina Galica snowplough before; Katie 
Denis-B uehler's snowplo ughing with children during 
the season came to good use; it didn't take long. 

In truth, it was not a day to enjoy a race. It was 
cold, wet and miserable. As finish judge, I took on 
increasingly the appearance of a snowman, and 
only the constant ministrations of the mobile 
Ovomaltine canteen (a man, a pair of skis and 
metal container carried like a rucksack) kept 
life going. 

There were 44 races, involving 11 teams. If 
there were any regrets about this splendid race, 
they were the lack of national teams from even 
such near neighbours as France and Germany. We 
had two teams representing Switzerland, two from 
Austria, two from Britain, one from Holland, two 
from the Jungfrau Region and two from the host 
Club, the DHO. Again, Britain and the DHO did 
well against their Alpine opposition. The DHO I 

team beat Switzerland II, but lost to Jungfrau 
Region I in the semi-finals. Britain I beat Austria I, 
only to lose against Switzerland I in the semi-finals. 
In the third place playoffs, Britain I beat DHO I, 
who then came fourth. The prizegiving was dis
tinctly rushed: cold, wet competitors collected 
their awards hastily at the finish, and hurried back 
to Wengen and a change into dry clothes. 

During the afternoon, contestants, officials and 
sponsors drifted away. It had been a very successful 
race, run like clockwork through Ernst Gertsch's 
superb organisation. Jubilee Year also represented 
Ernst's 75th birthday, and this was commemorated 
by the presentation of a remarkable and beautiful 
watch by Omega. 

The Club has many people to thank for their 
efforts on its behalf; too many for me to name 
them all. I should, however, like to add four more 
names — people without whose assistance the race 
just would not have happened — G. H. T. Johnson 
of Omega; Herr Andreas Biichel of Ovomaltine; 
Dir. Dr. Roland Hirni, of the Jungfrau Region 
Railways, who provided free uphill transport; and 
Jost Brunner, who made the Tourist Office re
sources available to the race. 

THE FIRST FIFTY YEARS 
Betty Arthur 

'You are old Granny Arthur,' the young man said, 
'And your hair has become very white, 

And yet you repeatedly stand on your head. 
Do you think at your age it is right?' 

'In my youth,' replied she, 'teaching children to ski 
Forever I crouched in the snow. 

C's bindings were awful, Tom's boots were so tight 
That they gave merry hell to his toe. 

'Please Mummy come here. A voice loud and clear. 
Can you possibly help me, and pick 

Up my bag and my bun, my jacket's undone, 
And what have I done with my stick? 

'And so, if I ski as an ancient O.P., 
And have the most terrible fall 

On my head in a tree, I cry, Fiddle de dee! 
It just doesn't phase me at all. 
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INTERNATIONAL D.H.O. PARALLEL SLALOM 

ORGANISING CLUBS: DOWN HILL ONLY SKI CLUB AND SKI CLUB WENGEN 

R E S U L T L I S T 

INDIVIDUAL RACES 

Saturday, April 5th 1975 

Technical Delegate: H. Maurer (SUI) 
Referee: H. Petanjek (AUT) 
Start Referees: V. Brown (GBR) 

H. Gulden (NED) 
Finish Referees: W. Steinberger (AUT) 

J. Stalder (SUI) 
Chief of Race: F. Fuchs (SUI) 

GIRLS 

1 GLUR Brigitte (SUI) 
2 HASLER Helen (JUR) 
3 JUNDT Karin (SUI) 
4 KASTERER Therese (SUI) 
5 EASTES Caroline (GBR) 
6 HOFER Elisabeth (AUT) 
7 BRUNNER Christine (AUT) 
8 EASDALE Fiona (DHO) 

Chief of Piste: R. Seiler (SUI) 
Assistant: A. Zurcher (SUI) 
Setter: F. Fuchs (SUI) 
Assistant: R. Seiler (SUI) 
Number of gates per course: 21 
Vertical Drop: 70 m 
Weather: Fresh snow, sunshine 

BOYS 

1 GNOTKE Kai (JUR) 
2 NXPFLIN Urs (JUR) 
3 GUBSER Kurt (SUI) 
4 ZANINI Heinz (SUI) 
5 ZUBER Andreas (SUI) 
6 KARY Mark (DHO) 
7 WIRNSBERGER Josef (AUT) 
8 LOBOZZO Alan (GBR) 

TEAM RACE 

Sunday, April 6th 1975 

Technical Delegate: H. Maurer (SUI) 
Referee: H. Petanjek (AUT) 
Start Referees: V. Brown (GBR) 

H. Gulden (NED) 
Finish Referees: N. Freund (GBR) 

J. Stalder (SUI) 
Chief of Race: F. Fuchs (SUI) 

1) 

2) 

Land 

SUI I 

JUR I 

Nr. Name 

1 
2 
3 
4 

5 
6 
7 
8 

AUT 
SUI 
DHO 
DAN 

LUTHY Jacques 
GUBSER Kurt 
GLUR Brigitte 
GLUR Ursula 

NAPFLIN Erich 
NXPFLIN Urs 
HASLER Helen 
FUCHS Marianne 

Austria 
Switzerland 
Down Hill Only 
Denmark 

Chief of Piste: R. Seiler (SUI) 
Assistant: A. Zurcher (SUI) 
Setter: F. Fuchs (SUI) 
Assistant: R. Seiler (SUI) 
Number of gates per course: 21 
Vertical Drop: 70 m 
Weather: snow fall 

Land Nr. 

3) GBR I 

4) DHO I 

GBR Great Britain 
JUR Jungfrau Region 
NED Netherlands 

Name 

13 
14 
15 
16 

21 
22 
23 
24 

LOBOZZO Alan 
KING Robin 
ILIFFE Serena 
EASTES Caroline 

KARY Mark 
SCOTT Niels 
EASDALE Fiona 
HOLMES Lucy 
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STANLEY WALDUCK 
STANLEY WALDUCK, Chairman of Imperial 
London Hotels, who died suddenly on Friday 
April 11th aged 59, was a very exceptional man. 
His interests lay in machines, electronics, hotels, 
and he was an expert in all of them. 

He had an enquiring mind which meant he was 
never bored, always fully occupied and invariably 
acquiring new knowledge. 

In 1815 Thomas Henry Walduck evaded the 
Naval press gangs by enlisting in the Army and was 
paid for his service by permission to open a 
catering business in Gravesend. 

From this small beginning the Walducks built 
up the largest privately owned group of hotels in 
the world. The seven in Bloomsbury were run by 
Mr. Stanley Walduck, his late brother Norman and 
his three sons. Now they are in the process of 
building the largest hotel in London with 2000 
bedrooms. 

Considering they house 4000 people every night, 
it is unique in the hotel business to find they 
employ no managers but their Empire is run 
entirely by themselves, and their staff. 

Mr. Walduck saw the need for the first hotel in 
London with private baths and television in every 
room. He built the Tavistock Hotel in time for the 
Festival of Britain in 1951. 

Stanley Walduck was on the Hertfordshire 
County Council representing Hatfield East for 3 
years and a Justice of the Peace for 10 years, but 

he was also the modern equivalent of the 18th 
century Nobleman who enjoyed building. He was 
his own architect and concentrated his mind, his 
ability and his genius on everything which con
cerned bricks and mortar from the Imperial which, 
with its orange pillars, statues, decorated court
yard, is a landmark in Russell Square, to the 
layout of the small Woodman public house in 
Wildhill. Everything he touched became an asset to 
his Company and each new building from his 
swimming-pool to his estate cottages had some
thing new, unique and beautiful about it. 

His eye for beauty made him a brilliant 
photographer, just as his 'eye' made him a good 
golfer. He was a connoisseur of wine and had his 
own vineyard in the Bordeaux district of France; 
he had immense medical knowledge which often 
confounded his doctors; an outstanding skier, he 
invented a special safety device for skis. 

Stanley Walduck had friends in every walk of 
life: he was extremely hospitable and a marvellous 
host. He married Wendy Tudehope in 1939 and 
had three sons and one daughter. 

Mr. Walduck will be deeply missed for he was 
never too busy to give his help and advice. He also 
had a deep sense of his family responsibilities and, 
like all strong characters, only when he is no 
longer there will his drive, his enthusiasm and his 
warm heart be fully appreciated in many different 
fields. 

B.C. 
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HOSPITALIZED 
Keitfi Room 

I VIEWED with misgiving the rest of the party 
heading for 'Sawmills' rather than 'Telegraph 
Fields', knowing that 'Knife-edge' was unpleasantly 
icy. I approached it with circumspection, and 
thought that rather than turn on the ice, I'd cross 
it and find something more friendly at the further 
side. The snow was there; and also an unexpected 
hollow. 

After replacing my skis, I found the left one 
unwilling to do what I wanted. So I took them off 
again, walked down to the chair-lift at Mary's 
Cafe, and, from the top of the lift, walked to 
Almend and caught a train down. Back to the 
hotel and a hot bath. Then I prodded about my 
left leg, and detected an unwelcome flabbiness 
above the heel. The Doctor confirmed a broken 
Achilles tendon, and an appointment was made 
with the hospital for first thing next morning. 

The hospital knew that it expected me, and the 
formalities of admission were minimal — apart 
from a deposit of 700 francs! Ros duly arrived, 
and then in almost no time, three large masked 
men in green, with vast bare arms, looking like 
progeny by Dr. Who out of Sherwood Forest, 
appeared and I was ushered away. There followed 
'pre-medication', including the conversion of 11 
stone 4 lbs. and 5 ft 6 ins into comprehensible 
metric measures. The anaesthetic was a 'local' that 
paralysed me from the hips down, and in due course 
I emerged with my leg in plaster to half way up 
my thigh and slung in the air by a system of 
pulleys and weights. And there it would stay 
for three weeks. 

There were six others in the ward, who, 
unfortunately, spoke no English, and my German 
has never aspired to comprehend the local dialect. 
After a couple of weeks, however, one Dave 
Bennett from New Zealand arrived in the next bed. 
He had been working at Restaurant Bort in 
Grind elwald, and when out ski-ing had fallen over 
more or less in a fit of absence of mind, and had 
broken his leg in the process. Once in the ward, 
routine took over: temperature and pulse taken at 
5.30a.m.,wash at 6.00, then bed-making, followed 
by breakfast at 8.00; lunch at 11.00, coffee at 
2.30; and supper at 6.00. This was a timetable to 
which I could never wholly reconcile myself, 
though it was punctuated by various blood-lettings, 
pill takings, hypodermic puncturings, and sundry 
other medical mysteries. The thing that seemed to 
me strangest, was that enemas were invariably 
administered at supper time, a "practice that had 
me thinking that the Swiss are scarcely more 
scrutable than the Chinese. 

The staff, most of whom (and all the Doctors) 
spoke English, were always helpful and cheerful, 
and never offensively hearty! The food was, to my 

taste, very good. Sunday lunch of vegetable soup, 
a large thick slice of tender roast veal with chips, 
petit pois, and perfectly cooked cauliflower mi
mosa, followed by a slab of succulent chocolate 
gateau, is something I doubt you would ever get in 
an English hospital. But you have to like con
tinental breakfast, wurst, and various salads and 
dressings. Bottles of soft drinks were readily 
obtainable, but I confess to an outburst of laughter 
when, having requested a bottle of mineral water, 
I was asked for my date of birth! Perhaps it was 
coincidence, and the information was vital to 
feed some other gap in the administrative maw. 

Through the window, I was lucky enough to 
have a fine view of the Eiger and Mbnch, a view 
as changing as the time of day and state of the 
weather. Furthermore, there was a library with at 
least 150 books in English by a wide variety of 
authors. I had visits from Ros, and from Gwen and 
Campbell Coppen, bearing papers, writing paper, 
apples, and so forth. My fellow inmates had 
frequent visitors, and one or two of these, seeing 
me alone, would come over to exchange a few 
words. One of these exchanges was followed by a 
card through the post: 'Dear Mr. from England, I 
did make a visit for our family friend Mr. Fuchs 
last week. I saw you so alone, and I think, you 
can't have visits so far from your country! We are 
all wishing you a good time and a good convales
cence! I do hope you will have a good care in our 
hospital, and wishing you the best! Family Kathrin 
Kuhni from Brienz.' Now what could be kinder. -
than that? 

So the days passed by with measured tread, 
routine day succeeding routine day, each day 
bringing release that one pace nearer. Until one 
morning I awoke with a stiff big-toe on my good 
foot; and next morning it was not just stiff but 
swollen and extremely painful. Gout, goddam! 
And me on the wagon for ten days by then. If ever 
insult was added to injury, here it was. But by dint 
of ointments applied externally, and medicaments 
applied internally, control was re-established, and 
all was well. 

After three weeks exactly, the plaster was 
shortened to below the knee, which allowed me 
to potter round on elbow crutches, somewhat 
unsteadily and with a nurse in attendance at first. 
This gave a welcome opportunity to sit out on the 
balcony and bask in the sun. Two days later, the 
plaster was changed for a walking plaster. Two 
days after that, Ros collected me in the DHO 
Mini, and drove me to Lauterbrunnen. Next morn
ing I connected with the Supertravel charter bus, 
and was on my way to Geneva Airport and home. 

I can't say that I enjoyed the experience, but 
without the care and help that I met throughout, 
it would have been distinctly worse. 
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REFLECTIONS 

H. Bevan Jones 

YESTERDAY was one glorious hectic day of 
skiing, and last night a time of gaiety and reflection 
against a background of laughter and song and the 
music of the mountains. These reflections were 
written in bed this morning after coffee and 
croissants; they are spontaneous, and as such are 
left unedited, unaltered, just as they came. 

From the moment you are born you become 
the receiving station for such a variety of sensa
tions, that I do believe only a very few people fully 
learn to register. Of all the sports in the world 
skiing is the brightest sharpener of living sensations. 

Always there is the changing sky. But how 
often do we just take it for granted, although this 
has mysteriously been lit by the sun and the moon 
and the stars. And what do we know of these? 

You must watch the sky because during our 
journey up to Scheidegg it will show many moods 
and if you don't look, you won't see. And you 
won't register. All the time people are walking 
through life missing so much and so muc'i 

So climb with me up the valley beside i.V 
talking river — up to its source, the Lake of i V 
Stars. Now we are reaching nearly to the heave •!.. 
and only here in the mountains can you becoi u 
fully receptive to the potential beauty of incomi i-
sensations. And it is here that in skiing we hav 
sport which can provide a range of sensations wi 

H i 
than any other sport can give. Here is climbing and 
endeavour, reaching for the skies and beyond. Here 
can be falling and failure, breaking and pain and 
sometimes even the threat of death with all its 
untold mystery. 

So come with me to the mountain tops — the 
nearest we know to heaven on earth. Come and 
realise how small you are, how petty are all your 
little worries and worldly troubles against such a 
background of grandeur. How near to the stars 
you can be in the hills. 

JC 

, * - •* 4 
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COGGINS 

CLUB TRAINING 

SCHEMES 1975-6 

CHRISTMAS 
In Wengen. Training and Racing 22 December 

— 5 January inclusive. In charge of Oliver Hart, 
Divina Galica and our regular trainers. In charge 
of Coggins, Ingrid Christophersen. Followed by 
the British Junior Championships in Alpbach, 
Austria, 5-11 January. 

EASTER 
In Wengen. Training and Racing 1-15 April, 

with a further week if possible. There will be a 
special class for young beginner racers (born 1964 
or later.) The DHO aims to train an equal number 
of boys and girls, and girls are specially encour
aged to apply for training. All newcomers should 
give date of birth, nationality, ski-ing experience, 
etc., when applying for training. 

Will operate throughout the above training 
periods. Coggins this year must be born in 1964 
or later. They must not be complete beginners 
and must be accompanied by a parent. 

SUMMER 
IN SCOTLAND 

There will be Ros's training on the Hillend 
Plastic Ski Slope, in charge of Hans Kuwall with 
accommodation at Oatridge Agricultural College, 
11-17 July, and also the last week in August, 
before the Festival Slalom, 23-28 August. 

IN AUSTRIA 
Advanced training on the Dachstein Glacier, 

in charge of Werner Steinberger. 8-21 August. 
For information about accompanied group 

travel, accommodation for unaccompanied train
ees, costs etc., send stamped, addressed envelope 
to:-

John Latimer, 23 Park Close, Ilchester Place, 
London, W.14. (Tel: 01-602 3511). 

Mrs. H.R. Hepworth, 49, Caversham Street, 
London, S.W.3. (Tel: 01-352 6372) 
after 15th December, c/o DHO Office, 
3823 Wengen, Switzerland or Chalet Welti, 
Lauterbrunnen (Tel: 036 55 17 70). 

Our famous 
SL0ANE STREET 

SKI SHOP 
The best selections in clothes and equipment 
for men, women and children. 

i v l~l/i/L/ o u r Swiss Expert, 
}fts\- "TO** ! / is here to help and advise. 

^ Send for our 
illustrated Winter Sports Brochure-

GORDON LOWES 
173/174 Sloane Street, London SWIX 9QG 

Telephone: 01-235 8484/5/6 
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HOW TO GET TO THE TOP 
The Editor 

HAVING mastered the art of ascending moun
tains by contrivances of one sort or another, 
rather better than descending them on ski, we 
thought ourselves better qualified to write about 
the going up than the coming down. The latter 
we leave to such experts as Divina Galica or 
John Latimer, who do it so much better. 

In the beginning, there were no lifts. Those who 
wished for some reason or other to ascend a 
mountain on ski either denuded a seal of its pelt 
and tied it, fur outermost, to the bottoms of 
their skis, or applied a revolting mixture of 
Norwegian glue to the skis and somehow managed 
not to slip down, backwards. I have tried the 
former method, with a type of skin, which, I 
believe never saw seal-flesh in its life. To my 
intense surprise, the thing worked, but I always 
have the feeling that the skin will moult at the 
most inappropriate time, and I have never heard 
of a skier climbing successfully on a bald seal-skin. 

Incidentally, you may on occasion see someone 
doggedly climbing on skins right next to a ski-
lift. You may be sure of one thing he is 
British and has been trying to live on Sterling 
Travellers' Cheques, or he is Swiss and the local 
lunatic asylum is having a day's outing. 

Eventually, someone decided that climbing was 
for the birds or, more accurately, the chamois. 
He brought a long rope, an old motor-bike 
engine and a pair of stout gloves. The rope-tow 
was born, and is still with us in one form or 
another. Some ropes are in fact wire; others have 
handles attached, which you are supposed to 
place behind you to push you up; I always miss 
the thing and have to hang on for dear life. One 
particularly vicious "aid" to using a rope tow is 
the clamp. The idea is that you tie a strap round 
your waist to which is attached a sort of tin-
opener device which you clamp onto the rope. 
When you get to the top, you unclamp and off 
you go. That is the theory. Cousin Tom, at age 8, 
was equipped with one of these things. It was a 
cold day and a long rope tow; his clamp froze 
solidly onto the rope on the way up. Try as he 
might, the poor little chap couldn't loosen it. 
Securely fastened to the rope by the clamp and 
to the clamp by the strap round his waist, he 
ascended beyond the top of the lift and into a 
tree wherein the rope pulley was attached. When 
he got to the pulley, the clamp cut the rope. Tom 
descended from on high onto his father's head -
he was following. The fifty or so other skiers, 
now attached to a loose rope, descended at 
increasing speed, backwards, to the bottom, 
where they all landed in a large and very vocal 
heap. 

Rope tows were hard on people's shoulders, so 
some bright spark invented the Ski Tow. This is 
the generic term for a series of devices equipped 
with inverted "T"s, "J"s, platters, and anything 
else which can be employed to carry one uphill 
by the application of push to the posterior. 
J-bars are innocuous; you only have yourself to 
blame if you fall off. T-bar travel can be exciting; 
get on one with the wrong shaped person, and 
each of you becomes convinced that the other is 
trying deliberately to chuck you off. I think 
shape is the problem; I have come up quite happily 
with something about seven years old, which has 
meant that, to keep the bar behind its seat, the 
thing has pushed me up at the knees. On the 
other hand, I am quite unable to ascend with one 
well known member of the committee who com
bines great height with a repository for many 
"grosse biers'! Our efforts become more enter
taining as the holiday goes on. I also recall 
ascending the Mannlichen with a vast German 
whose girth was such that only a small portion 
of his hindside reposed on the bar. About half
way up the steepest part of the list, there was an 
awesome crack and we were deposited on the 
snow, each grasping one half of what had been 
our bar. On such occasions, I feel that German 
lends itself better than English to suitable remarks. 

If the T-bar has its oddities, the platter lift, or 
Poma, is a major hazard; at least, for men. The 
theory is that you grasp a metal pole with an 8" 
plate attached to it. You place the plate between 
your legs and then have the plate push you. The 
problem is that the thing is likely to start off 
with an almighty jerk and that, with the con
tinuing pressure being brought to bear upon a 
sensitive part of the anatomy, could very well 
make the Poma the best thing yet for world 
population control. 

One of the Poma's asserted advantages is that it 
can go round corners. So it can. Unfortunately, 
the poor skier attached to it does not always 
achieve the same feat. When the tow turns left 
and the skier proceeds straight on, some very 
entertaining gymnastics ensue. 

Civilisation came to the ski slopes with the chair-
lift. On it, one is transported effortlessly and 
comfortably to the top. You spend your time 
watching the pitiful attempts of other skiers on 
the slopes below you, or admiring the scenery 
around you; you can even go to sleep. If your 
reveries continue long enough, you may even 
start down again, although this is frowned upon, 
and they usually stop the lift, swear at you and 
make you get off. It is also advisable to open 
the safety bar before attempting to leave the 
chair; fairing to do so leads to severe stomach 
aches and nasty altercations with the lift-man. 
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Cablecars are mixed blessings. They are warm 
and comfortable; but they do attract those irritat
ing people who are just sightseeing or, even worse, 
ski bobbers. Thus the dedicated skier, who is, of 
course, the only one with any right to go up at 
all, finds himslef in endless queues with these 
nuisances. Moreover, a skibob in a cable car not 
only takes up the space of two skiers, but, when 
wielded by the inexperienced, ranks with the meat 
cleaver as a lethal instrument. Cablecars come in 
all shapes and sizes. The big ones can carry up to 
100 people in conditions which, were animals 
and not humans involved, would lead to letters 
to the Times and questions in the House about 
scandelous overcrowding. The littlest ones carry 
two people in cosy comfort and can be much 
recommended to the romantically inclined, es-
if they are prone to extended stoppages. The 
one in Chamonix which starts at the top the 
Aiguilles is excellent in this respect; it goes on 
for twenty minutes or so. 

That brings us, finally, to trains of various 
descriptions. But what can one say about trains? 
True, unlike British Rail, the ones that climb 
mountains tend to be clean, punctual and fre
quent. They are colourful, and are small boys' 
delights. Due to them, our son's knowledge of 
geography is confined almost entirely to Switzer

land, and is based wholly on memories of green-
and-cream trains to Wengen, silvery ones to 
Murren, red ones up the Rothorn and brown-and-
cream ones up the Jungfrau. Ask him where 
Manchester is, and you get a blank look. For 
skiers, they provide the ultimate in comfort, if 
not speed. There is nothing like dozing off in the 
train's tropical heat, while ascending from Grund. 
And, apart from cablecars, they are the only lifts 
which one can use for descent as well as ascent. 
Of course, no real skier would allow himself to 
be seen getting off the train in Wengen; he might 
get off at Almend and ski down with the purpose
ful air of someone having skiied the whole way 
from Jungfraujoch, but at the end of a long day, 
it's nice to know the train is there if you want it. 

Getting to the top has become much easier 
in the last few years, and this learned paper has 
listed the progressively more acceptable methods. 
We apologize in advance for not knowing about 
the contrivance in Bloggsalp, or wherever, hauled 
by two chamois and a St. Bernard, or similar 
devices. We realise the omission of such historic 
and futuristic methods as sledge lifts (they used 
to have one in Grindelwald, I think) and sails 
(popular in Scotland, where the wind and the 
proverbial desire to avoid paying for lift tickets 
provide incentives). But even the Editor has to 
stop somewhere. 

Carry on ski-ing 
There may not be much snow on the mountains 

but conditions are still perfect. 
So why not come ski-ing on the slope where 

you don't need snow? 
The chairlift and ski-tow are in operation and 
there is equipment and instruction available. 
Daily ticket including use of slope, ski-tow 
and chairlift. Adults 80p—Children 40p. 

For full details or to book lessons, contact: 

Hillend 
Ski Centre 

BIGGAR ROAD EDINBURGH 
Tel: 031-445 2692 
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RACING 
SEASON 1974-1975 

NEW YEAR'S EVE GIANT SLALOM (31.12.74. Mannlichen). 
Girls: 1. V. ILIFFE, 65.6; 2. L. Holmes, 67.8; 3. T. Walks, 68.1; 4. C. Eastes, 68.2; 5. M. Perry, 71.3; 6. A. Harnett, 72.4; 7. D. Mathias, 
75.6; 8. S. Franklin, 80.2; 9. J. Tulloh, 81.1; 10. J. Frnaklin, 81.4; 11. A. Ramsey, 81.9; 12.-V. Marchant, 83.6; 13. G. Franklin, 97.9; 14. M. 
Currie, 94.3; 15. R. Rose, 99.9. 
Boys: 1. R.KING, 67.2; 2. S. Carmichael, 67.4; 3. M. Currie, 73.0; 4. A. Baldwin, 74.2; 5. S. Oldacre, 77.2; 6. T. Kary, 77.8; 7. D. Strage, 
78.1; 8. R. Marchant, 79.4; 9. C. Parry-Davies, 87.0; 10. M. Kary, 90.8; 11. H. Fischer, 91.9; 12. S. Dobson, 95.2; 13. J. Brunner, 100.1; 
14. T. Bowlby, 104.1; 15. P. Rigal, 122.6. 
Number of Starters: 56. 
SLALOM (31.12.74. Mannlichen). 
Girls: 1. V. ILIFFE, 73.9; 2. C. Eastes, 79.7; 3. M. Perry, 83.3; 4. A. Tanner, 83.9; 5. M. Currie, 93.0; 6. S. Franklin, 95.9; 7. J. Franklin, 
96.0; 8. G. Franklin, 109.2; 9. S. Childs, 110.3; 10. A. Ramsay, 115.7. 
Boys: 1. R. KING, 72.3; 2. G. Begg, 75.6; 3. R. Langmuir, 78.7; 4. A. Brewer, 8o.7; 5. E. Fraser, 81.3; 6. M. Currie, 86.0; 7. T. Kary, 98.2; 
8. H. Fisher, 105.1; 9. D. Strage, 113.8; 10. J. Brunner, 117.2; 11. T. Franklin, 123.5; 12. T. Bowlby, 149.6; 13. P. Rigal, 152.6. 
Number of Starters: 38. 
COMBINED RESULTS 
Girls: 1. V. ILIFFE, 3266; 2. C. Eastes, 3468; 3. M. Perry, 3583; 4. S. Franklin, 3988; 5. J. Franklin, 4012; 6. A. Ramsay, 4040; 7. M. 
Currie, 4193; 8. G. Franklin, 4421. 
Boys: 1. R.KING, 3270; 2. M. Currie, 3670; 3. T. Kary, 3978; 4. D. Strage, 4214; 5. H. Fischer, 4344; 6. J. Brunner, 4648; 7. T. Bowlby, 
5091; 8. P. Rigal, 5373. 
COGGINS RACES (3.L75, Mannlichen). Slalom: 
1. SALLY RANGER, 37.6; 2. Jane Van den Bergh, 39.4; 3. Malcolm Butler, 39.6; 4. Joanne Bowlby, 40.2; 5. Stefan Blickling, 40.6; 6. Jen
nifer Rasback, 40.8; 7. Sholto Ramsay, 41.6; Jane Marchant, 41.6; 9. Geoffrey Strage, 42.6; 10. Nicola Van den Bergh, 43.4; 11. Jonathan 
Shalit,44.0; 12. Emma Van den Bergh, 46.2; 13. Christopher Chamberlain, 56.6; 14. Julia Childs, 57.4; 15. Belinda Brook, 60.0; 16. Edward 
Hinds, 61.2; 17. Lesley Rigal, 100.2; 18. Bernice Brindley, 102.6; 19. Oona Doyle, 115.8. Starters: 22. 
GIANT SLALOM: 
1. JANE VAN DEN BERGH, 39.6; 2. Honor Holmes, 39.8; 3. Sholto Ramsay, 40.2; 4. Sally Ranger, 40.8; 5. Joanne Bowlby, 41.2; 6. Jonathan 
Shalit, 41.2; 7. Stefan Blickling, 41.4; 8. Malcolm Butler, 41.6; 9. Martin Fuchs, 41.8; 10. Jennifer Rasbach, 42.2; 11. Jane Marchant, 42.8; 
12. Emma Van den Bergh, 44.0; 13,GeoffreyStrage, 44.4; 14. Nicola Van den Bergh, 45.0; 15. Belinda Brooke, 48.0; 16. Bemice Brindley, 
50.2; 17. Lesley Rigal, 56.2; 18. Edward Hinds, 60.0; 19. Christopher Chamberlain, 62.2; 20. Julia Childs, 107.2. Starters: 22. 
COMBINED RESULTS 
I. SALLY RANGER, 78.4; 2. Jane Van der Bergh, 79.0; 3. Malcolm Butler, 81.2; 4. Joanne Bowlby, 81.4; 5. Sholto Ramsay, 81.8; 6. Stefan 
Blickling, 82.0; 7. Jennifer Rasbach, 83.0; 8. Jane Marchant, 84.4; 9. Jonathan Shalit, 85.2; 10. Geoffrey Strage, 86.4; 11. Nicola Van den 
Bergh, 88.4; 12. Emma Van den Bergh, 90.2; 13. Belinda Brooke, 108.0; 14. Christopher Chamberlain, 118.8; 15. Edward Hinds, 121.2; 16. 
Bernice Brindley, 152.8; 17. Lesley Rigal, 156.4; 18. Julia ChUds, 164.6. 
Cup Winners: 
SLALOM: Sally Ranger. Malcolm Butler. 
GIANT SLALOM: Jane Van den Bergh. Sholto Ramsay. 
COMBINED: Sally Ranger. Malcolm Butler. 
MACMILLAN CUP RACE (14.2.75) 
1. M. LOVEDAY, 7 min. 12 sees.; 2. N. Germundson, 7 min. 45 sees.; 3. J. Webster, 8 min.; 4. P. Browning, 8 min. 53 sees.; D. Robinson,8 
min. 59 sees.; 6. H. Micklem, 13 min. 41 sees.; 7. N. Day, 15 min. 5 sees. 
JARVIS CUP: N. Germundson. 
BATHCHAIR CUP: H. Micklem. 
STRETCHER CUP:N. Day 
KURVEREIN CRYSTAL (27.2.75. Bumps). 
1. PETER & DAWN LEE, 0.52; 2. Vaughan Gaskell & Vicki Marshall, 1.06; 3. Alec Dewison & Jill Scott, 1.06; 4. Tim Ashbumer & Antoinette 
Passmore, 1.50. 
ODLING CUP, DH - No-Fall (13.3.75. Wasserstation - Innerwengen). 
1. DAVID ANDERSON, 3.21.75; 2. Peter Scott Graham, 4.01.08; 3. Colin Bather, 4.19.55; 4. Ronnie Hunter-Blair, 4.21.50; 5. Moray Wal
lace, 4.23.00; 6. Tim Hargreave, 4.50.50; 7. Donald McGilvray, 5.17.10; 8. Wallace Clapperton, 5.33.00; 9. Sheila Qualie, 6.23.20; 10. Joanne 
Merz, 6.34.10; 11. Deirdre Nelson, 6.44.30; 12. Anthony Wood, 6.52.90. 

Wilkinson Cups (awarded to the best DHO boy and girl at British Junior Championships. 
Girl: Alex Harnett 
Boy: Stephen Carmichael 
Goya Prize (awarded to a promising novice racer). 
Girl: Ariane Driscoll 
Boy: Matthew Cooper 
COVA CUP GIANT SLALOM (2.4.75. Standard) 
Girls: 1. L. HOLMES, 66.0; 2. A. Pilton, 67.2; 3. H. Hutcheon, 67.9; 4. C. Eastes, 69.0; 5. H. Scott-Smith, 69.4; 6. C. Juchum, 71.6; 8. 
A. Harnett, 71.9; 8. A. Tanner, 72.0; 9. J. Eastes, 72.2; 10. D. CargiU, 76.8; 11. J. Franklin, 77.0; 12. T. Bevan Jones, 77.2; 13. D. Mathias, 
77.8; 14. S. Franklin, 79.3; '15. M. Currie, 79.5; 16. G. Franklin, 82.2. 
Boys: l .P . MAHLER, 62.4; 2. A. Lobozzo,64.4; 3. M. Kary, 64.8; 4. R. King, 65.4; 5. M. Currie, 69.2; 6. A. Baldwin, 69.5; 7. S. Oldacre, 
70.4; 8. F. Ma'der, 73.3; 9. T. Kary, 74.0; 10. R. Marchant, 74.8; 11. D. Lobozzo, 75.2; 12. M. Cooper, 75.6; 13. T. Parry-Davies, 77.0; 
14. N. Stalder, '7.8; 15. N. Kary, 85.7; 16. P. Rigal, 87.5; 17. J. Carter, 88:5; 18. T. Franklin, 89.3. Starters:38. 
COGGINS EASTER GIANT SLALOM (4.4.75. Mannlichen). 
I. TIMOTHY GRIFFITH, 113.8; 2. Honor Holmes, 116.3; 3. Niggy Lansdown, 117.0; 4. Jane Marchant, 118.2; 5. Allison Wynn-Williams, 
126.8; 6. Harriet Edmonds, 127.0; 7. Elizabeth Dinsmore, 130.0; 8. Nicholas Cummins, 136.2; 9. Shan Usher, 146.6; 10. Adam Parker, 137.7; 
I I . Simon Lott, 147.1; 12. Christian Parker, 164.1; 
EASTER PARALLEL SLALOM 1975 
Girls: 1. H. HUTCHEON; 2. Helen Scott-Smith. 
Boys: 1. ALLAN LOBOZZO; 2. Per Mahler. 
QUALIFYING SLALOM (29.3.75. Eigergletscher) 
1st Run: 1. PETER RIGAL, 31.6; 2. Shan Usher, 33.1; 3. Timothy Griffith, 34.5; 4. Niggy Lansdown, 35.0; 5. Allison Wynn-WiUiams, 40.0; 
6. Simon Lott, 71.0; 7. Honor Holmes, 84.0; 8. Jennifer Griffith, 96.2; 9. Gavin Miller, 116s 1. 
2ndRun: 1. ARIANE DRISCOLL, 28.8; 2. Peter Rigal, 31.3; 3. Honor Holmes, 31.2; 4. Niggy Lansdown, 31.8; 5. James Carter,32.2; 6. 
Timothy Griffith, 32.8; 7. Simon Lott, 33.4; 8. Gavin Miller, 34.4; 9. Alison Wynn-Williams, 34.6; 10. Shan Usher, 88.0. 
HILLEND SLALOM (20:7.75) 
1. LAWRENCE BECK, 42.9; 2. Alan Whyte, 43.6; 3. Martin Bell, 44.3; 4. Kirstin Cairns, 44.4; 5. Sara Blackshaw, 45.0; 5. Erich Stanley, 45.0; 
7. Colin Beck, 45.3; 8. John Fyfe, 47.2; 9. Michael Cook, 47.5; 10. Crerar Adams, 48.7; 11. Lesley Beck, 48.8; 12. Graham Bell, 49.1; 13. 
Malcolm Murphy, 49.8; 14. Ronald Duncan, 50.0; 15. Rona Simpson, 50.2; 16. Felicity Blyth, 50.8; 17. Tania Adams, 51.9; 18. Ingrid Grant, 
54.0; 19. Robin Simpson, 54.0; 20. Stella MacFarlane, 56.1; 21 . Gillian Franklin, 56.2; 22. Shan Usher, 57.1; 23. Allison Wynn-Williams, 
57.5; 24. Alan Cochrane, 57.7; 25. Gregg Newery, 58.0; 26. Susan Thomson, 58.8; 27. Angus Mackintosh, 59.1; 28. Jane Dobson, 59.2; 29. 
Fiona Thomson, 60.4; 30= Kerr Blyth, 60.8; 30=. Simon Lott, 60.8; 32. Susan Franklin, 61.2; 33. Lindsey Cairns, 62.4; 34. Liz Anne Dob
son, 65.3; 35. Martyn Callin, 66.9; 36. Ross Blyth, 69.5; 37. Rory Simpson, 79.2; 38. Paul Hourmont, 82.1; 39. Tom Couper, 82.8; 40. 
Ewan Stark, 85.6. . . . . 
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Ski-ing 
in the Jungfrau Region 
An ideal centre for varied downruns and fine high-alpine tours. 
Favourable season and day-tickets. 
Speedy connections'with 

Grindelwald Wengen Miirren 
Kleine Scheidegg Eigergletscher 
Jungfraujoch 

Write for free Information Kit W/53- 75/76 

Railways in the Jungfrau Region/3800 Interlaken/Switzerland 
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.BUT THEY HADN'T RECKONED 

ON BRITAIN WINNING BRONZE 
Patricia Murphy 

AND nor had we! It's our first, and we are jolly 
well going to have t» get organised if it isn't also 
going to'be our last! The occasion was the first ever 
World Championships in Ski-Orienteering and was 
held in Finland in February this year. 

Even as an alpine skier, I was an enthusiastic 
off-piste skier, often visiting the less frequented 
Lauberhorn gullies, Heavenly Valley and Oh God. 
A few high mountain tours, with the DHO in the 
Jungfrau area certainly whetted my appetite for 
going from A to B on skis, but the fear of getting 
buried in an avalanche or falling into a crevasse, 
and the expense of hiring a guide to help one 
avoid these obstacles, tended to cool my enthu
siasm for this type of adventure. 

Having decided to learn cross-country skiing, I 
moved to Norway, and was delighted to find a 
natural touring ground right on my doorstep in 
Oslo. Nordmarka, with its prepared trails and con
veniently spaced cafes, is a summer and winter 
touring paradise. In the springtime I quickly learned 
to follow the Norwegians in their migration to the 
high mountains and the hot spring sunshine, on 
their tours in the Jotunheimen, Rondane or on the 
Hardangavidda. With my knowledge of the sport 
of Orienteering, a compass and a map of the area I 
want to tour in, I can become familiar with the 
terrain just by taking a look at the map. Equipped 
with all the many items which the Norwegian 
Tourist Federation says we must have in our 
rucksacks, and with the nine mountain rules 
imprinted on my mind, I get that almost wild 
feeling of freedom as I set out with my one 
companion in whichever direction we fancy. On 
windless, sunny days we choose our own routes 
over the mountains; in less good weather, we 
prefer the safety and convenience of the direct 
routes from hut to hut marked with birch twigs 
by the Norwegian Tourist Federation. 

I first heard of the sport of ski-orienteering in 
Sweden in 1969, and, after taking part in my first 
competition and coming third, it dawned on me 
that here was a sport absolutely tailor-made for me. 
I was a moderately fast cross-country skier, but 
would never be a first class runner, having started 
too late and perhaps also lacking the dedication 
required to reach the top in such a specialised 
field. I loved reading a map and using my head to 
find my own way, perhaps with the chance of out
witting another competitor who could ski faster 
than I could. However, the sport was not practised 
in Norway, as it was considered too expensive and 
impractical to organise. All the tracks on the map 
and some extra ones need to be driven with a 

Patricia Murphy, Francis Murray, Isobel Inglis. 

snow scooter in order to ensure fairness to all 
competitors. It seemed the sport had no future, in 
spite of its being extraordinarily good fun. 

Then I suddenly heard that the sport had 
survived after all, and is thriving. There was a 
World Ski-Orienteering meeting in 1973 in Sunds-
vall in Sweden, and nine countries participated. 
Finland, Sweden and three east block countries 
have held national championships in this sport, and 
this year there were going to be the first ever 
World Championships in Finland. I was thrilled, 
and went immediately to the British Orienteering 
Federation to ask if anyone in Britain was thinking 
of forming a team and if so when and where the 
trials were going to be held. To my delight I 
received a letter from Roy Whitehead, to say the 
BOF had entered a team of four men and three 
girls, he was acting as self-appointed manager, and 
our journey to Finland was to be sponsored by 
the Sports Council. He also said there was no 
question of my having to take part in a trial race, 
as I was the only British girl who knew anything 
about ski-orienteering in any case! So I was 'in'. 
With luck, he hoped to find two other girls who 
would make up the team, plus some more men. 
Two girls were eventually 'found'. One was Frances 
Murray, an orienteer who had learnt to ski in one 
season while working at a hotel in Telemark, and 
Isobel Inglis, also an orienteer, but one who had 
only skied cross-country for ten days in her whole 
life. The men's team was made up of Rod Tuck 
and Guy Sheridan, two experienced biathletes and 
orienteers, together with Neil Bowman, a marine, 
and Allan Mason, an experienced orienteer. 
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PALACE HOTEL WENGEN 
Over 60 Years of Family Tradition 

A first-class Hotel w i th personal atmosphere where your "Vacation £ " buys more! Daily all-inclusive 
rates in January and March from Fr. 57. 

New: Palace Club & Grill Room 
Under the same Management:— 

BELAIR BAR and TEA ROOM 

GRILL ROOM. THREE FULLY AUTOMATIC BOWLING ALLEYS. CINEMA. 
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The team gathered for a training week immed
iately prior to the championships at the sports 
college of Solvalla in Finland. In spite of the 
unusual lack of snow, we made good use of our 
time and the terrain there. Those of us who 
thought they knew something about ski-orienteer
ing tried to impart their knowledge to those who 
knew nothing, so that when the day came for the 
grand opening ceremony in the square of Hyvinkaa, 
we were at least able to hold our heads as high as 
the Austrians, whom I had secretly heard were as 
amateurish and as ignorant of the final details of 
the game as we were. Surrounded by flags of the 
nine participating countries plus the flag of the 
IOF, and five thousand enthusiastic Finnish specta
tors, we were announced and greeted, and played 
to by the Hyvinkaa brass band, and treated to all 
the pomp and ceremony of visiting royalty. Lasse 
Heideman, a member of the ski-orienteering com
mission and the chief organiser, a most remarkable 
man who could speak all four languages required, 
with hardly any accent, apologised deeply for the 
fact that the weather-god had not blessed the 
organisation with his co-operation. There was less 
than 30 cm of snow, but Mr Heideman assured us 
that in every other way we would find the organi
sation perfect. I thought to myself at the time, 
Well, if he can say that already, then he obviously 
feels very sure of himself, and the Finns are no 
amateurs at this sport. Nor were they. They 
claimed the first three prizes in the men's indivi
dual, and the first prize in the women's individual. 
But the Swedes were close runners-up. We by no 
means disgraced ourselves. We realised that our 
disadvantage was the speed at which we could ski 
compared to the Scandinavians. Therefore, it was 
all the more important that we took time to study 
our routes well, and did not waste precious time 
running in the wrong direction. We all ran steadily 
and took no risks in that first race. The men's 
course had an optimum route length of 29 km and 
the women's 17.8 km. In the relay, we felt a bit 
more confident and could run faster, but so, 
unfortunately, did the Scandinavians. I was on the 
first leg of the women's race, and I am afraid the 
Finn and the Swede soon disappeared out of sight. 
I had a job to throw off the Bulgarian who ran 
close at my heels, and tied with me to the first 
control. When our girls waiting at the first take
over point heard this, it set them chewing their 
nails. I, too, was rather concerned as to how I was 
going to out-wit her. There was a choice of route 
to the second control, but I did not let her know 
which route I was going to take until I had 
memorised the first three kilometers as far as 
some forest which I hoped would conceal my 
further choice of route. Then I made an almighty 
dash, not looking at my map again until I was well 
under cover of the trees, and she was nowhere to 
be seen. I stormed into the first change-over all of 
twelve minutes before her, but Isobel did not know 
this, and she took off like a startled rabbit. The 
second Bulgarian girl eventually lost her way, and 
the bronze medal was ours. 

The organisation was indeed near perfect. The 
courses and route choice were excellent, and a lot 
of people must have worked hard to save what 
little snow there had been. They had driven snow 
scooters over the ploughed fields we would have to 
cross and along roadsides where the roads had 
become bare of snow. There were reserve skis and 
sticks at the controls in case we broke ours, ski-wax 
and burning blow-lamps in case skis had got too 
slippery or were clogging; also a choice of refresh
ment: fruit juice, glucose drink, or just, plain 
water. At the finish and change-over points in the 
relay, there were continuous buses to the sauna, 
finish or hotel, wherever we wanted to go. Meals 
seemed to be laid on whenever w.e weren't skiing, 
and there was even a fabulous swimming pool in 
the hotel, for which there just did not seem to be 
enough time to make full use. No sooner was I in 
it, than I had to get out to board a bus taking us to 
the final prize-giving in the town square. This time 
it was our turn to mount the number three 
rostrum. We stood triumphantly with medals round 
our necks and bouquets of fresh roses and fuschias 
in our arms as the cameras clicked. We turned 
towards the flag poles as once again the Finnish. 
anthem was played. And then we saw it. The 
world's biggest Union Jack was creeping up the 
flagpole. But so slowly. Would it ever reach the 
top? The Finnish and Swedish flags were fluttering 
sprightly at the tops of their poles. We began to 
giggle and then to roar with laughter. Ours had 
reached the top, but, oh dear, it covered the 
entire length of the flagpole, and a good quarter 
of it was still on the ground! Where had Lasse 
found that fabulous flag? Had he sent an SOS to 
the British Embassy in Helsinki for their roof-top 
Union Jack? 

Guy Sheridan in action Photo P. Murphy 
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EVEN TODAY GOOD VALUE FOR MONEY 

GARMONT 
P U hinged shel I boots 

OMEGA - holiday boot about £20 
TURBO - expert's boot with Airflex inner about £30 

also 
Ess Nevada Tef lon/N17 Super complete about £30 
Kastle skis from £35 

Information and list of stockists (for illustrated manufacturers catalogues please send 15p stamps) 
FOLKMAN SPORTS Ltd. 

1-3 Tanhouse Lane, ALTON, Hants. Alton 83245 

TRAVEL TIPS 

WITH the cost of Swiss train tickets as much 
affected as anything by the drooping Pound, 
families may find that Family tickets are a 
better bet than Holiday tickets. (Remember that 
Holiday Tickets for children under 16 don't 
have the half-fare coupons on the back.) Family 
tickets effectively halve the cost of everyone 
beyond the first adult. However, note that the 
minimum family fare is the price of two tickets 
and that the reduction for half-fare children 
only applies if you have two or more. 

Another thing sometimes forgotton is that 
children travel free in Switzerland until they 
are- SIX! 

D.H.O. members can take advantage of the 
SCGB flight arrangements, since D.H.O. is aff
iliated to SCGB. Prices are not available yet, 
but will be very low compared to regular fares. 
Flights are on scheduled services (British Air
ways or Swissair) from Heathrow to Zurich, 
Geneva and Munich, and from Manchester to. 
Zurich and Geneva. You'll pay just £2 more 
than SCGB members (unless, of course, you 
also belong to SCGB). Write to:-

SCGB 
118 Eaton Square, 
London, SW1. 

for a booking form and enclose a stamped, self-
addressed envelope. 
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(%a6/Wfa? 
MARRIAGES 
Anna Collins to J. Buxton 
Janet Dunn to Mr. Haeberli 
Christa Liewehr to Bertrand Reitzel 
Diana Pearson to P. Gamble 

BIRTHS 
To Dagmar and Ulrich Schwabe, a daughter. 
To Diana (ne'e May) and Matt Spitzley, a daughter. 

DEATHS 
We regret to record the deaths of; 
R. McK. Adamson, Fritz von Almen, W. Hall, 
Mrs. B. Head, E.P. Lewns, Cdr. H.C. MacLean, 
Stanley Walduck 

HONORARY MEMBER 
Mr. G.G. Stewart, M.C., President of the Scottish 
Ski Club has accepted election as an Honorary 
Member of the D.H.O. 

SILVER BADGES 
David Verden Anderson, Karl Fuchs, Jr., and Mrs. 
Penelope Waley. 

RACING ARROWS 
Andrew Baldwin, Mark Currie, Scott Dobson, 
and Marion Perry. 

THE RACING FUND 
Green Shield Stamps are a steady source of 
income for the racing fund. Please collect some 
and send them to Ros Hepworth, 49 Caversham 
Street, London, S.W.3. No need to stick them 
into a book. 

REPRESENTATIVES 
Anyone interested in becoming a skiing represent
ative in Wengen during the season 1976-7 is asked 
to get in touch with Hon. Wengen Secretary, 
preferably this winter, in Wengen. Applicants 
should have passed the S.C-G.B. Representative 
Course. 

A.G.M. AND COCKTAIL PARTY 
These will take place at the Ski Club of Great 
Britain, 118, Eaton Square, London SW1 on 
Thursday, 12th June, 1976. 

MARRIAGES AND BIRTHS 
The Editor would appreciate members notifying 
him of details to be published. 

D.H.O. DINNER DANCE 
This will be held at the Savoy Hotel on Friday, 
14th November, 1975. 

TYPING 
Ros Hepworth desperately needs help with.typing 
related to racing and training. If you can offer 
some help, please contact Ros at 49, Caversham 
Street, London S.W.3. 

D.H.O. SWEATERS AND INSIGNIA 
Sweaters are available in sizes 34", 36" and 38" 
price £4.50 (plus 50p. postage) from the Hon. 
Racing Secretary. 

The letters "DHO" in club blue or in white can be 
indelibly applied to garments such as T. shirts or 
track suits, price 50p. plus 50p. postage. Send 
garment to the Hon. Racing Secretary, 49, 
Caversham Street, London S.W.3. 

C.B. Cawthorne 
S.S. Ferguson 
(Anon) 
Col. L.F.W. Jackson 
K.G. Room 
P. Lightfoot 
T.B.H. Brunner 
Martini Rossi 
Mrs. CM. Williams 
M. & A. Hargreaves 
JIB. & Mrs. M.M. Baird 
Mr. & Mrs. R. Gutierrez 
R. Tillard 
Anon 
Padre 
Anon 
Vivienne Seller 
Mrs. H.R. Hepworth 
Anon 

Sfr 

20.00 
20.00 

5.00 

100.00 
100.00 

£. p. 
63.00 

100.00 
3.00 

10.00 
20.00 

5.00 
30.00 

100.00 
5.00 

50.00 
10.00 

3.33 
3.33 

.83 
2.00 

16.65 
16.65 
50.00 
50.00 

Omega, S.A. and Ovomaltine each contributed 
Sw. Fes. 7,500 toward the cost of the Parallel 
Slalom, without which grants the race could not 
have taken place. 

GRANTS 
The STUART FERGUSON GRANT for a Scot
tish girl to train with the D.H.O. was divided 
between Marion Perry and Hazel Hutcheon. 
The CAWTHORNE AWARDS went to Stuart 
Oldacre and Mark Currie. 
A club award also went to Marion Perry. 
In addition, grants totalling £250 were received 
from BARCLAYS BANK LIMITED through the 
National Ski Federation in respect of Niels Scott, 
Robin King, Caroline Eastes and.Marion Perry. 

NAMES AND ADDRESSES 
The lists of names and addresses have teen 
omitted from the Journal as an economy mea
sure. Members wishing to write other members 
whose address they do not have may send cor
respondence c/o the Hon. Members' Secretary. 
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THE CRY OF A NON-SKIING WIFE 
Margaret Griffith 

I GAZE with fascinated horror as the first snow-
flake falls in front of the window. With a feeling 
near to panic I look at the calendar and realize 
that it is only the beginning of November. 

November, December, January, February, 
March and even perhaps April; can it be possible 
that each of these months will be dominated by 
snow, snow and more snow? 

Looking at the gathering greyness of the sky 
and the gradual whiteness of the ground, I force 
myself to think of the scorching sun and the 
gentle sound of waves lapping on a silver beach. 

My dreams are shattered by shrieks of joy 
from the rest of the family as they dash to the 
ski cupboard. Yes, we can do without many cup
boards found in a normal household, but we have 
a ski cupboard. Skis are inspected and boots 
fitted. Nothing is right, all need new skis, all need 
new boots. I wonder if we can run to a good 
warm pair of non-slip walking boots for me. 

Christmas draws near and the first family ski
ing of the winter. My husband has already dis
appeared in early December for a wild, batchelor 
skiing week to get into form. Skis, boots, heavy 
sweaters, skates, toboggans, and various colourful 
surprise parcels have been packed. A dozen suit
cases litter the hall; strange, a bikini and a pair of 
sandals take up minimum room in a handbag! 
As I stamp my frozen feet on never-ending, 
dreary railway platforms, I consider the reason 
for my present plight. I remember a similar 
situation many, many years ago. As a carefree, 
single young woman I followed the object of my 
desire across Europe to joina cheerful skiing party. 
After two weeks of shameful deceit pretending 
to love every minute, we decided to marry. He 
was already a victim of skiing oblivion and did 
not notice my foolish floundering on the nursery 
slopes. In my innocence, I thought that would be 
the end of such holidays for many years. Suddenly 
after a happy, struggling year in London, my 
husband applied for a permanent post in Switzer
land. Great jubilation and uttering of "we'll be 
able to go skiing every weekend". A succession of 
small children rather dampened this idea. Now 
that it has been proved that they have inherited 
their father's ski craziness I find that I am a 
victim of my own dishonesty. 

Back to the present, and everyone is pushing 
to get the skis and luggage loaded onto the train 
and scrambling into the already full carriages. 

As we pass along the main street, I hear the 
frantic rhythm of the local tea dance and try to 
think of the lilting harmony of Hawaiian guitars. 
The days set into an ordered pattern - make sure 
everyone is up, breakfasted and ready for the 
first ski lift, clear up the chaos and do your own 
thing until lunch time. See that everyone swallows 

it down in time for the first afternoon train and 
again clear the aftermath. By five o'clock every
one is back and drinking hot chocolate. The talk 
is centred on conditions on this run, local 
weather lore and what old so-and-so was up to on 
that run. Soaking clothes must be dried and 
enormous appetites assuaged. Now, perhaps, it 
would be fun to have an evening out, but, oh no, 
we are much too tired after all that skiing and we 
must be up early for that first lift again. One soon 
accepts the routine and in one's wanderings finds 
sympathisers also in walking boots! 

Christmas passes with special wonderment in 
the mountains and it is soon time to go home. 
Once again the packing, the waiting and the foot-
stamping to the cheerful accompanying cries of 
"see you again soon". 

Home to a grey semi-snowy scene and the 
promise of the next holiday. Could it be in some 
exotic hideout sheltering from the fierce rays of 
the sun, or perhaps one of the great, bubbling 
capitals of Europe. No, in a few weeks it is 
Fasnacht and once again SKIING' I think I'll 
write a novel! 

"LOST" MEMBERS 
The Hon. Members' Secretary has no addresses for the 
following members. t 

If anyone can provide an address, please send it to:-
Mrs. M. Marx 
Hon. Members, Secretary, DHO, 
19, Castleacre, Hyde Park Crescent, 
London, W2 2PT 

FULL MEMBERS 

MRS. N. AITCHISON .54 S 
M.C.K. ALLEN .70 
W.J. ANDERSON '67 
MISS A. ANSTEY '74 
D.M. ATKINSON '65 
MALCOLM BRADLEY '63 
MICHAEL BRADLEY '63 
P.A. BRADLEY '63 
MRS. C.L. BUCHAN WATT '61 
CAPT. R.G. BUCKTON '70 
C.H. BURN '29 
C. CAREY-MORGAN '66 
W.R. CARR '63 
MRS. W.R. CARR '63 
MRS. F.A.R. CLARE-HUNT '39 
A.M. COLLETT '54 RA 
N.W. COLLETT '56 S 
P.E. COTTON '58 
MRS. T.R. COX '59 
C. CROOK '56 S 
MRS. D.M. DALY '36 
MRS. deCARBO'71 
S.L.EDWARDS'61 
M.J. FAIRBROTHER '72-
MRS. P. FAIRBROTHER '72 
B.W. FINNIGAN '29 
R.S. HACKETT'60i?^ 
MRS. R. HANABY '57 G Gl 
DR. A.C. HILL '66 
J.M. HOLLINGWORTH '62 S 
DR. L. HOLT '48 S 
G. HORNER *68 
MRS. J. HUMPHRIES'71 
W.A. IREMONGER '65 
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MEMORIES OF SCHEIDEGG 
Marion I. Dixon 

THE 1930's up at the Scheidegg were memorable 
in many ways. It was a very pleasant period, and 
we enjoyed ourselves. Somehow, subconsciously, 
we knew it couldn't last and that made us enjoy 
it all the more. 

The skiing was good. The wide open spaces 
of the Alps were uncluttered by the hordes of 
today and were pisteless. Of course, we lacked 
many of the so-called amenities, such as lifts. 
We had to climb; but that got the blood and 
marrow going in our limbs. 

The railway lacked tunnels on the Grindel
wald side, so it was liable to be avalanched by 
the Eiger, which brings me to a story. 

One day, when a party of us had been down 
to the Bear Hotel (now extinct) in Grindelwald 
for lunch, we were returning when an avalanche 
slipped off the heights, completely blocked the 
line about 2,000 feet below Scheidegg, and piled 
up against our train. 

There were "WABS" on board with spades, 
and they got busy digging. Several people hoisted 
skis on their shoulders and began to trudge up. 
There were also a few non-skiers and some not 
used to climbing. Among these was Mrs. Need-
ham (Auntie Flo as she was known locally), and 
Joe Needham asked one of the more energetic 
men just leaving on his way to the Scheidegg, to 
find Rubi when he got there and to ask him for a 
sleigh for Mrs. Needham. Then we sat in the 
train to wait. In the meanwhile, the "WABS" 
were digging, but making little impression. 

I saw a dot pulling a sleigh in the distance 
and remarked "Here comes Rubi". Mrs. Need
ham, who thought I meant Rubi had arrived, 
jumped out of the train and immediately sank 
up to her armpits in the snow. Her mink coat 
spread out like a large brown flower around her. 
John, the Scheidegg head waiter, who was also 
aboard, saw what had happened, and in his 
eagerness to assist her, jumped out too, and sank 
up to his neck. There they were two heads 
sticking out of the snow, staring helplessly at 
each other whilst we all roared with laughter. 
Then Mrs. Needham laughed too, but John, who 
was a very fat, rotund man, wasn't sure it was a 
laughing matter. The "WABS" dug them out. 

Another event, which might have been tragic 
but fortunately wasn't, was The Fire. 

Mr. and Mrs. Needham always occupied 
Room No. 1 in the Scheidegg Hotel. A log fire 
used to burn merrily in the entrance hall, from 
which the chimney went up the wall between 
Room No. 1 and the adjacent bathroom. Mr. 
Needham, coming out of the bathroom, touched 
the wall and stopped. It was so hot that 
he could not hold his hand against it. He 
immediately went down to the Concierge. 

Mrs. Needham was "en deshabille" in her 
bathroom as Fritz von Almen, senior, Hoffman, 
the Concierge, Tom Fox and about four other 

men rushed into the room, armed with axes. Mrs. 
Needham continued quietly to dress, putting on 
her evening gown and diamonds, whilst Tom Fox 
and the staff, within four yards of her, were fire 
fighting with all the energy they could muster. 

When the fire was extinguished, everyone 
retreated to the bar to relax. Suddenly, the peace 
was disturbed by the sound of something very 
very heavy being bumped about above 
Bang! Bang! Bang! The bar emptied to see what 
else was amiss. A very fat German was lugging a 
hugh American trunk down the stairs as fast as 
he could, en route to the front entrance, and 
yelling at the top of his voice "Feuer! Feuer!" 
He would not believe that the fire was out and 
insisted upon putting himself and his trunk out
doors into the snow. 

We never did find out what he had inside 
that trunk. 

("Lost"Members continued) 
MRS. R.IRVINE'55 
MRS. C. KEDDIE '64 S 
P.F.M. KEDDIE '54 
D. KIDD '72 
T. LEASE '68 
S.W. de M. LEATHES '68 
J.H.A. LEEFE '68 
J.T. LEONARD '39 
J.L.S. LEWIN '69 
DR. T.K. LYLE '46 
A.M. MACKRILL '63 
L.S. MALKIN '53 
P. MALKIN '53 
MISS S. MALKIN '53 
M.J.R. MILLER '71 
LT.OOL. J.L. MILLIGAN '55 S 
MRS. B.J.G. MILNE-WATSON '63 5 
L.R. MILWARD '66 
MISS L. MOLLET '62 
P.C.P. MOLLET '56 S 
MRS. J.R. NEWMAN '68 
O. NEWMAN '68 
R.G. ORR '33 
R. RAMSDEN '73 
T.P.V. ROBERTSON '60 
D.V. RUSSELL '50 RA 
MRS. A.R.W. SMITHERS '52 
MISS V. STACE '64 
N.C. TUFNELL '65 
MRS. Z. TURNER '63 
MISS S. WADDILOVE '53 
P.J.R. WADLEY '60 
MRS. C. WATERS '67 RA 
T.M. WHEELER-CARMICHAEL '71 
G.C. WHITE '56 
MAJOR K.P.L. WILSON '36 
MRS. E. WORTHY '70 S 
MISS S. WORTHY '68 
W. WORTHY '70 S 

ASSOCIATE MEMBERS 

C. CALMON '70 
MRS. COLLETT'55 
N. CURRIE '72 
J.E. FORSTER '68 
E.M. GUNNERSON '72 
W.G. LINES '64 
MRS. P. McKELVIE '53 
MRS. E. McMASTER '55 
L.H. STACE'61 
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SriSCENE ' 7 6 
INCLUSIVE SKIING HOLIDA YS WITH DA Y 
JET FLIGHTS AT TOP SWISS RESORTS 

Choice of Chalet or Hotel Accommodation 

Chalets and Apartments to Rent 

FOR DETAILS AND BROCHURE CONTACT: 
S K I S C E N E H O L I D A Y S L T D . 
12 Duke S t ree t • London SW1Y 6BN 
TEL.: 01 -930 2437/8 

BACON 
STREAKS 

AHEAD 

GASKELL BROS. LTD 
WOOLSTON, WARRINGTON 

Tel. Warrington 50051 
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Officers and Committee, Season 1975-76 

Hon. President: F. BORTER 

President: HON. MRS. S. HENSMAN 

Hon. President: F. BORTER 
President; Hon. Mrs. S. HENSMAN 

Vice-Presidents: J. PAXTON J.LATIMER 

Hon. Secretary: Mrs. S. EDMONDS, Micklefield Hall, Rickmansworth, Herts. 

Hon. Members' Secretary: Mrs. M. MARX, 19 Castleacre, Hyde Park Cresent, London, W2 2PT 
Hon. Racing Secretary: Mrs. H.R. HEPWORTH, M.B.E., 49 Caversham Street, London, S.W.3. (Summer)* 

Hon. Wengen Secretary: P. BENSON-BROWNING 
Hon. Treasurer: R.C. WHEWAY, 6Springwood Drive, Copley, Halifax, Yorks. 

Hon. Asst. Treasurer: J. LATIMER, 23 Park Close, llchester Place, London, W14. 
Hon. Editor: D.N. FREUND, "Bannwald", Ballinger, Great Missenden, Bucks. 

Hon. Medical Officer: Dr. R.M. MASON, M.D., F.R.C.P., 44 Harley House, 
Marylebone Road, London, N.W.I. 

•Winter address: D.H.O. Office, 3823 Wengen, Switzerland. 

Committee: 

N.Cornelius (1972) 

D.K.D. Foster (1971) 

MissD. Galica M.B.E. (1975) 

V. Gaskell (1975) 

J. Rigby (1975) 
H.M.B. Thorp (1974) 
J.Waghorn(1975) 

D.H.O. Representative in Switzerland: P. Heller, Buristrasse 10, Berne, Switzerland. 
D.H.O. Representative in Scotland: V. Brown, 3 Craigmiller Park, Edinburgh, EH 16 5PG 

Hon. Advertising Manager: J. ROBERTSON, Apri l Cottage, Frith Hi l l , Great Missenden, Bucks. 

Sub-Committees: 

FINANCE: J. Latimer, R. Wheway 
WINTER ARRANGEMENTS: Mrs. M. Marx (Chairman), Mrs. H.R. Hepworth, M.B.E., 

Hon. Mrs. S. Hensman, P. Benson-Browning, D.N. Freund 
RACING: J. Latimer (Chairman), Mrs. H.R. Hepworth, M.B.E., I. McCormick, Mrs. B. Latimer, 

Miss I. Christopherson, Miss D. Galica, O.W. Hart, V . Brown 

ENTERTAINMENTS: H.R.H. Walduck (Chairman), J.N. Paxton, O.W. Hart, V . Brown. 

Past Presidents and Vice-Presidents: 

1924-25 
1925-26 
1926-28 
1928-29 
1929-31 
1931-32 
1932-33 
1933-34 
1934-35 
1935-36 
1936-37 
1937-38 
1938-45 
1945-46 
1946-47 
1947-48 
1948-49 
1949-50 
1950-51 
1951-52 
1952-53 
1953-54 
1954-55 
1955-56 
1956-57 
1957-58 
1958-59 
1959-60 
1960-61 
1961-62 
1962-63 
1 9 6 3 * 1 
1964-65 
1965-66 
1966-67 
1967-68 
1968-69 
1969-70 
1970-71 
1971-72 
1972-73 
1973-74 
1974-75 

Presidents: 

Major C.J. White, M.C. 
Major S.F. Fisken, M.C. 
Major C.J. White, M.C. 
Major C.J. White, M.C. 
Flt.-Lt. H.R.D. Waghorn 
T .R .Fox 
Major C.J. White, M.C. 
Lt.-Cdr. R.B. Gossage, R.N. 
K. D. Foster 
Capt. R.A.D. Fullerton 
Capt. R.A.D. Fullerton 
Major H.W.Hal l , M.C. 
Wartime Trustees: Capt. R.A.D. 
C o l . C J . Odling.T.D. 
Col. C.J. Odling, T .D. 
Col. C.J. Odling.T.D. 
K.D. Foster, M.B.E. 
K.D. Foster, M.B.E. 
K.D. Foster, M.B.E. 
K. D. Foster, M.B.E. 
K.D. Foster, M.B.E. 
Sir Adrian Jarvis, Bart. 
Sir Adrian Jarvis, Bart. 
Sir Adrian Jarvis, Bart. 
K.D. Foster, M.B.E. 
C.E.W. Mackintosh 
C.E.W. Mackintosh 
C.E.W. Mackintosh 
C.E.W. Mackintosh 
C.E.W. Mackintosh 
C.E.W. Mackintosh 
C.E.W. Mackintosh 
H.S. Walduck 
H.S. Walduck 
H.S. Walduck 
H.S. Walduck 
H.S. Walduck 
H.S. Walduck 
R.E.H. Edmonds 
R.E.H. Edmonds 
R.E.H. Edmonds 
R.E.H. Edmonds 
R.E.H. Edmonds 

Vice-Presidents: 

K.D. Foster 

— — Flt.-Lt. H.R.D. Waghorn 
Capt. J.C. Davis 
C.F.S. Taylor 
T.R. Fox 
Capt. R.A.D. Fullerton 
Capt. R.A.D. Fullerton 
K.D. Foster 
Major H.W.Hall , M.C. 
J.W. Richardson 

Fullerton, P.M. Hepworth and G. 

— — 
— A.H.H. Gilligan 

A.A. Jarvis 
Sir Adrian Jarvis, Bart. 
Sir Adrian Jarvis, Bart. 
Sir Adrian Jarvis, Bart. 

' H.M.J. Barnard-Hankey 
H.M.J. Barnard-Hankev 
H.M.J. Barnard-Hankey 
Mrs. P.M. Hepworth 
Mrs. P.M. Hepworth 
Mrs. P.M. Hepworth 
Mrs. P.M. Hepworth 
Mrs. P.M. Hepworth 
Mrs. P.M. Hepworth 
Mrs. P.M. Hepworth 
Mrs. P.M. Hepworth 
Mrs. P.M. Hepworth 
Mrs. P.M. Hepworth 
Mrs. P.M. Hepworth 
R.E.H. Edmonds 
R.E.H. Edmonds 
R.E.H.Edmonds 
M.O. Gill 
M.O. Gill 
M.O. Gill 
M.O. Gill 
M.O. Gill 

-

_ _ Capt. J.C. Davis 
T.R. Fox 
Major C.J. White, M.C. 
C.F.S. Taylor 
C.E. Gardner 
Major C.J. White, M.C. 
T.R. Fox 

— 
— Paxton 

— — 
— A.A. Jarvis 

H.M.J. Barnard-Hankey 
H.M.J. Barnard-Hankev 
H.M.J. Barnard-Hankey 
H.M.J. Barnard-Hankey 
Mrs. P.M. Hepworth 
Mrs. P.M. Hepworth 
Mrs. P.M. Hepworth 
C.E.W. Mackintosh 
The Hon. Max Aitkan, D.S.O., D.F.C. 
The Hon. Max Aitken, D.S.O., D.F.C. 
The Hon. Max Aitken, D.S.O., D.F.C. 
Dr. R.M. Mason 
Dr. R.M. Mason 
Dr. R.M. Mason 
Dr. R.M. Mason 
Dr. R.M. Mason 
Dr. R.M. Mason 
Dr. R.M. Mason 
M.O.Gill 
M.O. Gill 
M.O. Gili 
H.P. Gardner 
H.P. Gardner 
H.P. Gardner 
The Hon. Mrs. S. Hensman 
The Hon. Mrs. S. Hensman 
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* Eingetragene Schutzmarke 

ACCUTRON 
exklusiv bei Bijouterie 

SCHERTENLEIB 
Interlaken und Wengen 

mini ACCUTRON 

<€=> BULOVA 
ACCUQUARTZ 

CENTRE 
FOR 
ELECTRONIC 
WATCHES 
BY BULOVA 
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CURLERS' SUPPLEMENT 

WENGEN 
CURLING CLUB 
INSTITUTED 1911 

Affiliated to 

Royal Caledonian Curling Club 1920 

OFFICE BEARERS AND COMMITTEE MEMBERS 1974-75 

Hon. President: E. SANKEY Hon. Vice President: MRS. M. WALKER 

Hon. Secretary/Treasurer: J. E. VAN BERCKEL, C.B.E. 

Representative Members RCCC: W. D. MACKENZIE, S. STOUT 

Committee Members: 

E. HINDS, J. H. MORRIS, K. GEERING, LORD WALPOLE 

Past President: R. MARIS 

Honorary Members: 

MRS. BELDI-LAUENER, P. U. LEHMANN, W. BLACK, F. BORTER, 
G. CARMICHAEL, C.B.E., M. BEEVOR 

Mr.& Mrs.S. Anderson 
Mr. & Mrs.J. Aiton 
R. Ades 
Mr.&Mrs.F. W. Bulpitt 
B. Brindley 
Mr.& Mrs.C.A.C. de Bonville 
Mrs.M. Bradshaw 
G. Cleiren 
Mr.& Mrs.A.W. Caron 
Mr.& Mrs. J. Corcoran 
K.R. Colman 
R.M. Corbett 
Mr. & Mrs. A. Edge 
P. Eltor 
K.R. Geering 
Miss B. Goodwin 
R. Gray 
A. Glaser 
R.H. Glasgow 
W.W. Greenwood 
J.H. Hawkins 

Members 1974-1975 

Mr.& Mrs. Hamilton-Smith 
Mrs.H. Hoyle 
Lady Harriman 
G.F. Hay ward 
Mr. & Mrs.E.G. Hinds 
Hinds, jun. 
J. Hulsker 
Lt.Col. & Mrs A.E.G. Haig 
J. Hubisca 
Mr.& Mrs.E. Ivory 
C.N. Lavers 
Mrs.W.D. MacKenzie 
Mrs.M. McCracken 
Mr.& Mrs.P. McPherson 
H.C. Mouncey 
K.B. McLeish 
Mrs.M. Mair 
Major R.B. Myles 
Mrs.E. Morris 
T. Meyer 
Mrs.B. Neville 

A. Newman 
Mr.& Mrs.J. Nanninga 
R. Orliac 
M. R. Reid 
F. Svedjar 
M. Saxton 
Mrs.H. Sankey 
W. Simpson 
D. J. Scott 
Mr.&Mrs.H.G. Scott 
Mrs. Sinclair 
A.D. Tapley 
Mr.&Mrs.P.B. Tanner 
Mrs. A.W. de Tessier 
Mrs.E. Trocher 
D. van Berckel 
K.H. Veldhuis 
Mrs.A. Webster 
D.G. White 
D.J. Woolley 
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Whenever you're Watford way, a warm welcome awaits you 

aemeriTS 
WATFORD 

An independent family department store with over 
2 acres of shopping space, a great reputation for 
quality and a very nice line in good old fashioned 

courtesy. 

CLEMENTS, THE PARADE, WATFORD Phone Watford 44222 
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Duchy Vintners Limited 
Mawgan — Nr. Helston — Cornwall — TR12 6AD 

Telephone: Mawgan (032 622) 257 

We probably have the widest select
ion of Swiss Wine in the UK. We 
certainly have the finest Burgundy 
and Alsace Wines and we have a 
good selection of inexpensive wine. 
Maybe we have the most interesting 
catalogue — why not write for a 
copy now? 

CANTONAL BANK 
OF BERNE 

WENGEN BRANCH 
opposite the Ice Rink 

Recommended for all Banking Transactions. 

Correspondent1: all over the world. 
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o> metropole 
EVERY MODERN COMFORT 

INDOOR SWIMM'ING POOL + SAUNA 

Peter & Marianne Lehmann 
"High Street" Wengen 

wengen 
PETERS RESTAURANT 

UNION BANK OF 
SWITZERLAND 

Wengen Branch 

Encashment of Traveller's Cheques 

of all British Banks 
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for 
BROCHURES 

CATALOGUES 

and 
ALL TYPES 

of 

BUSINESS STATIONERY. 

Contact: 
II AIM I H I l> PRESS LIMITED 
92-94 Church Road. Mitcham, Surrey CR4 3TD. Tel. 01-648 9217 

LITHOGRAPHIC and LETTERPRESS PRINTERS 

*$0* t&** 
Now at Moli tor 's, your quality sports 
shop in Wengen: 

* the latest winter sports fashions 
* the newest skiing equipment 
* f ine rental skis and rental boots 
* expert advice and last but not 

least the famous Mol i tor ski 
and climbing boots. If necessary, 
also made to your personal 
measurements. 

And new, and a real must for bargain 
hunters: our Pick Sport, opposite the 
boot factory. Try i t ! 

(/Catt4&e4i Wet 

H. BISCHOFF 

for 

Ladies and Gentlemen 

opposite 

HOTEL METROPOLE 

Hotel Belvedere 
Wengen 

YOUR COSY HOME WITH PERSONAL 

SERVICE 

Run by the proprietors families, Lingg 
Odermatt and Hutter 

and it's wel l-known 

Belvedere Discotheque 
young — gay — cheap 

Run by DHO member : 
Mr. Piers Benson Browning 
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For most perfect 

work and prompt 

de l i ve ry in all 

kinds of 

P R I N T I N G 

BOOKBINDING 

ADVERTIS ING 

Schlaefli Press AG 

Interlaken 

ON THE MAIN ROAD 

TELEPHONE 22.13 12 

J . W. HICKS 
91 The Parade 

SUTTON COLDFIELD 
Warwickshire 

Telephone: 021 -354 3629 

Specialists in the design and production of 

Colours Goods for Clubs, Colleges, Schools, 

Business Houses and Regimental Establish

ments both at home and abroad. 

TIES 

BADGES 

SCARVES 

HERALDIC OAK SHIELDS 

CRESTED JEWELLERY 

Original designers and suppliers of the 
Downhill Only Club Tie. 

'• 1 }%^&&&&&&&&i&&&&&ji$ 

Falken 
Hotel 

• Highly recommended 
to all visitors. 

• Every comfort. 

• Sunny position in 
the very centre of 
all sports. 

FAM. A. VON ALLMEN AND COVA 

PROPRIETOR 

'age Fifty Four 

p % 

b The Finest % 

§> Swiss Embroideries % 
& 5i 

1 Table cloths, | 
A Blouses, etc. a 

& 1 
1 /Or P> are offered to you in a ^ 

p5 big choice in the little 3! 

| s h°P of | 
ft. $ 
J? The INAUEN SISTERS A 
r METROPOLE SHOPPING 3 
* WENGEN a 

w 



Special Inclusive Holidays in tfengen for D.K.O. Members, the! families and friends offered by Ski Supertravel 

DEPARTURE DATES 

1976 

24 January 

31 January 

7 February 

14 February 

NO. OF 
NIGHTS 

7 
14 

7 
14 

7 
14 

7 
14 

CHALET 
SCHMEIZERHEIM 

full board 

£ 76 
111 

79 

84 
128 

84 

HOTEL BELVEDERE 

ANNEXE 
with basin 
half board 

£ 86 
126 

86 

MAIN HOTEL 
with basin 
half board 

£ 96 
145 

96 
155 

102 
161 

102 
161 

with bath 
half board 

£114 
181 

114 
191 

120 
197 

120 
197 

MOTET REGINA'. 

Tvith basin 
half board 

172 

117 

117 
192 

i?0 
U 7 

with bath 
half board 

£109 
186 

120 
201 

120 
201 

123 
207 

Other HoteWChalets 

Reduced Ski Pass 

Prices 

Currency Fluctuations 

Enquiries ana Bookings 

If any D.H.O. Member or friend tfould like to stay at an Hotel lot meationec* above or in a 
flat or chalet he is hiring direct, and yet use our charter flights and special coaches, 
ve will be oleased to package up| a special holiday for you. 

D.H.O. Members can purchase Abonnement Vouchers from our Girls at Cua1et Sc lwei^rheiin in 
Wengen and save 5% on the public price of 7 and 14 day ski pass*3^, 

are per adult, and include special day flights from London, coach tian^ters between the 
Continental Airport and Lauterbrunnen, railway up to Wengen, accommor'atiou and meals as 
stated above, service and taxes. Supplements for full board or single rooms in hotels 
and reductions for children under 12 on request. 

Prices are based on costs prevailing at the time of writing our brochure, the exchange 
rate of SF 5.84 to £1 and Aviation Fuel Costs at 4th March 1975. Ary increase in costs 
will be invoiced and payable prior to departure. The 1% Government /ir Ti.aval Peserve 
Fund Levy will be added to all invoices where applicable. 

Please contact Miss Susan Birch, Ski Supertravel, 22 Hans Place, London SwlX PEP. 
"Telephone: 01-584 5060. 



Welcome to Wengen 1 

Markus H. Schmid 
(D.H.O. Member) 

METROPOLE SHOPPING, 
WENGEN 

wishes you 

a gay and relaxing holiday 

It is your shop for 
BOOKS 
STATIONERY 
QUALITY TOYS 
SOUVENIRS 

WENGEN 

HOTEL REGINA 

WENGEN 

First Class • Unique Situation 

Cosy Modern Rooms • Personal Attention 

Dancing - Bar K£7\ ̂ P% t£D t<S?> (eS?> W > ltf=*> (£?"» (cS7* tS?> l*S*l fe^i 

The hot-spot of Wengen with Europe's leading bands 

ttf*> <*Z7\ <^?\ teS*» C^» CiS*> ( ^1 fe^l (c^) <*£="> (s^l t£^> " i ^ l ttf?> t^*. (d^Xtf^KtSJUt^tc^Jtrf^lte^ 

W£ SH4Z.A BF PLEASED TO WELCOME YOU 

ERIKA and JACK MEYER 

T M 5 
Cinema-Theatre, WENGEN 

Proprietor: FRITZ GRAF, Arch. 

(HM of the DHO) 

T H O S . Z R Y D 

W E N G E N 
NTERLAKEN • GSTAAD 

The 
well 

known 
house 

of 

SWISS WATCHES 

JEWELLERY 

SOUVENIRS 

SOLO • SILBFR 
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INDEX TO ADVERTISERS 

Alpine Sports Ltd. 
H. Bischoff-Hairdresser 
Cantonal Bank of Berne 
Cinema Wengen 
Clements of Watford ... 
Thomas Cook 
Curry and Paxton 
Duchy Vintners 
Folkman Sports 
Foster Brothers 
Gaskell Brothers 
Gates of Watford 
Ernst Gertsch-Central Sports 
Grindelwald - First 
Hartfield Press Ltd. 
J. W. Hicks 
Hillend Ski Centre 

HOTELS 
Bellevue 
Belvedere 
Eiger 
Falken 

1 
53 
51 
55 
50 

3 
6 

51 
42 

2 
46 

4 
9 

Inside front cover 
53 
54 
35 

56 
53 
36 
54 

Hotels continued 

Imperial London 
Metropole 
Palace 
Regina 

Inauen Sisters 
Gordon Lowes 
Made to Measure Holidays ... 
Martini & Rossi 
Messerli Ltd. 
Molitor Sports 
Rofe Travel Ltd. 
H. Schertenleib 
Schlaefli Press 
Markus H. Schmid 
Skiscene Holidays 

8 
52 
40 
55 
54 
33 

7 
5 

10 
53 
56 
48 
54 
55 
46 

Ski Shop ... Inside back cover 
Union Bank of Switzerland ... 
Wengen — Mannlichen 

52 

Cableway Outside back cover 
Wengernalp — Jungfraubahn ... 
Thos. Zryd 

38 
55 

» # • ' , ? ; » ' » • • " • • > ; 

The HOTEL BELLEYUE 

would take pleasure in 

welcoming you to its warm 

and friendly atmosphere 

Mrs. D. Bertolli 

ROFE 
Personal Service 

SKIING 
and 

WORLD WIDE TRAVEL 

ROFE TRAVEL Ltd., 17 Princes Arcade, 
Jermyn Street, London SW1Y 6DS 

Tel: 01 734 1398 Telex. 26605 
Members ABTA, IATA, Nat.Ski Fed.GB. 
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mi 
158 Notting Hill Gafe,Wll.Tel: 01-229 8228 

\frf K^ 

'4jfc 

Closest to the 
pulse of ski-ing. 



Wengen£ Mannlichen 
Aerial n n Ropeway 

^ . ^ * 

ps&" 

ObeHand if r l a c h e ^ f ^ V e ^ l ^ m m ^ 1 " " " ' " ̂  A ' P S ^ d O U W ~ t h " ^ P - ^ o n ^ h , Bernese 

! ^ D e r f » ? t i ! M t e e n $ I O P ! S W i t h P ' f n u y o f P ° w d e r s n o w - w e » " r e d runs for courses are always kept open. 
Drop of alt i tude 4,500ft. over a d.stance of about 7 miles. Ski-lift Laeger-Mannlichen, good snow conditions even in Apr i l 
SPECIAL AEROPLANE SERVICE FOR SKI-ING IN THE HIGH MOUNTAINS 

h l a foL S t .o r , ^ g P?T f ° r t h e L 0 " / ! * 1 , a n d m ° s t b e a u t i f u l s k i - r u n s i n t h e hi8n mountains of the Jungfrau area which 

l & . r „ W . ^ , S r , d p . S . ! 0 n g a n d t 0 i l S ° m e a S C 6 n t S °" S k i r e a C h 6 d n ° W W i t h --P'aneftrkinrofftom 

Some of these beautiful glacier runs are: 

R K ^ K S 2 E S ^ ^ „ < ! ^ I 5 S S ^ / - , V ) - E b n e f l U h " H ° " a n d i a H U t - B l a " e n - n-^-rhorn. Finsteraarhorn Hut-


